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More information... www.reseaurural.fr
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INTRO

By Pascal Chevalier
University lecturer in rural geography, Université Paul Valéry – Montpellier 3 
Member, LAGAM (Montpellier Geography and Development Laboratory)

The new faces of a reconstituted rural world

Today, rural worlds are no longer confined to agricultural 
production activities and their residential function connected 
with urban spaces, as was the case throughout the 20th 
century. For several years now, we have been witnessing a 
global paradigm shift which is expanding the objectives of 
rural development. For rural actors, new challenges are now 
at the forefront, such as adapting to climate change, food 
autonomy based on high-quality production favouring short 
food chains, or even the role of reservoir agro-ecological 
that has now been devolved to their territories. Against this 
background, initiatives bringing together local traditions and 
history, environmental and resource protection, agriculture 
and agroforestry, embody a real potential for development, to 
be valued and sustained.

 
At the same time, rural regions have been welcoming new populations, including project leaders mobilised in the face of current and 
future challenges. Their establishment in the territories has highlighted issues such as mobility, fair access to public and digital services, 
while also bringing to bear a social force for innovation fed by micro-local solidarity, the sharing of information, mutual aid, matched 
donations, etc. All of these values provide fertile ground for implementing initiatives that are intertwined and structured around 
them, and the creation of new forms of synergy and sociability. Away from the major population centres, new ways of life are being 
created, based on cooperation, and marked in particular by the opening of third places promoting the structuring of various projects. 

This movement must go hand-in-hand with the 
development of communication, the exchange of 
information and the support of project leaders. The 
challenge of these approaches is to encourage an 
awareness of the territory’s resources, be they human, 
agricultural, cultural or even the landscape, in order 
to invite stakeholders to obtain their own territorial 
concepts, resources and local know-how.

MCDR: projects focused on agro-ecological 
transition and social innovation

Faced with environmental, economic and social challenges, how can rural spaces fit into a new dynamic of territorial development? 
Supported by the French Rural Network as part of two calls for projects, in 2015 and 2018, the Collective Mobilisation for 
Rural Development (MCDR) projects generated diverse, innovative and numerous responses to this global issue, all under the 
umbrella of collaboration and solidarity.

Encourage an awareness of the territory’s  
resources, be they human, agricultural,  
cultural or even landscape..

“
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Projects adapted to the transformation of rural spaces

Against this background, the MCDR projects which were developed between 2015 and 2022 perfectly understood the challenges, that 
now require responses that are both local and global, collective and creative, and adaptable from one territory to another. Grounded in 
their territories, these initiatives are rooted in realities and practices that sometimes go back to the 19th century, but also incorporate 
contemporary challenges (environmental issues, urban-rural relationships, etc.). Despite their richness and diversity, they all have a 
certain number of common features.

At the forefront of all MCDR projects is the cooperation between the different stakeholders in the territory, farmers, elected officials 
and other citizens: the prevailing logic is one of horizontality and decompartmentalisation, mirroring the model which, for example, 
organises the Territory Food Projects (Projects Alimentaires Territoriaux - PAT). These new forms of collaboration are encouraged by 
the complementary nature of the stakeholders, another trait which is common to the various MCDR initiatives. It is indeed a question 
of working collectively, in the interest of the territory and focusing on its enhancement, by defusing any existing conflicts over use, for 
example between agriculture and tourism. The aim of the projects is therefore to take into account the needs of the entirety of the 
populations that are present, that interact with each other on a daily basis.

 
In line with rural development objectives, support for the new installations is 
also the focus of several MCDR projects. Proper upstream project preparations, 
relying on the strengths of the territories and taking into account their 
constraints, optimises the possibility of sustaining the project of the new 
arrivals. Here too, mutual aid and solidarity schemes play an essential role.  
 
Finally, in order to respond to major global issues, the MCDR projects all 
rely on local responses in the various fields in which they are involved. It is 
therefore the territories themselves that can make a major contribution to 
increasing food and energy autonomy, against a background that makes it 
more essential than ever to take these issues into consideration, by means of 
innovative approaches that prioritise the resilience of the territories.

PASCAL CHEVALIER’S CAREER IN 5 KEY DATES 
• Since 2019: Member appointed to the National Universities Council.

• Since 2015: Responsible for the Master’s Degree “Management of 
territories and local development", Université Montpellier 3.

• Since 2011: Leader and co-responsibility for Master’s specialism “Rural 
spaces and local development” (mention “Sustainable planning and 
territories").

• 2017-2020: Vice-President, Université Montpellier 3, in charge of 
heritage and sustainable development.

• 2015-2018: Director of the Geography & Planning Department, 
Université Montpellier 3.

PUBLICATIONS AND RESEARCH 
• 2018-2021: Participation in the research 
project Éxitos y fracasos en la práctica del 
desarrollo rural neoendógeno en la Unión 
Europea (1991-2013) - Successes and failures 
in the practice of neoendogenous rural 
development in the European Union (1991-
2013), coordinated by Eugenio Cejudo García 
and Francisco Antonio Navarro Valverde 
(University of Granada, study financed by 
the Spanish Ministry of Economy, Industry 
and Competitiveness, as part of its State 
Science and Technology Research Excellence 
Development Program).

• 2018-2021: Participation in the SMARTAL 
project, Master in European Innovations 
for a Sustainable Management of Albanian 
territories, Rural Areas and Agriculture, 
ERASMUS+ Programme, Capacity Building, 
leaders: Institut Agronomique Méditerranéen 
de Montpellier (CIHEAM-IAMM), Tirana 
Agricultural University (Albania).

• 2017-2020: Scientific manager for a research 
programme financed under the PHC (MAE, 
Lithuanian Research Ministry), Rural affairs 
in Europe: a differentiated interpretation 
of trajectories in the French and Lithuanian 
countrysides.
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The principle: “Bringing understanding and life to innovation 
through use by and for farmers". By involving and supporting 
the main stakeholders, the UsageR·E·s project has contributed 
to an exploration of other means of innovation in agriculture. 
Led by Atelier Paysan, it benefited from a network of partners 
specialising in installation-transmission, support for farmers 
and even rural development.

Meeting real needs, fighting the isolation and disappearance 
of farmers, encouraging resilient agriculture… these were the 
challenges that were the focus of UsageR·E·s, "a multifaceted 
project dealing with technical issues and three target audiences: 
future farmers, women farmers and farmers in difficulty", explains 
Morgane Laurent, a member of the SCIC l’Atelier Paysan and 
coordinator of the MCDR project between 2019 and 2022. 
Through more than three years of experimentation, surveys and 
training, the eight* project partners have worked to share and 
enhance innovation in favour of agro-ecology, local know-how, 
the creation of activities and gender equality in the rural world.

Disseminating and supporting farmer innovation

In the field, on the farm, the partners identified farming 
innovations in a wide range of areas, including buildings, 
electronics, apiculture and animal traction. Now documented, this 
know-how and these practices and tools are freely available with 
the aim of being obtained, reused, improved… "his is the way that 
some of the machines are now in their 6th version, so that they are 
better adapted to the use, background and needs of each and every 
person" mments Morgane Laurent. Driven by a wish to "develop 
agro-ecological practices and promote the autonomy of farmers and 
project leaders", Atelier Paysan also supported groups in the design 
of agricultural tools and buildings. Specifications, prototyping, 

testing, modifications… The participatory R&D process has in 
particular resulted in the production of agricultural equipment 
which “runs counter to energy and technology escalation". For 
example? The organic fertiliser distributor, the hydraulically guided 
hoe, the disk seeder or even the Strip-till, a tool for preparing the 
soil for covered market gardening.

Restructuring in order to transmit more effectively

Farm restructuring was also the subject of a study carried out 
with 17 structures in order to identify the conditions favourable 
to the success of a takeover when a farm changes hands. The 
condition of the buildings, access to land, skills, human relations… 
the obstacles and levers that were identified are summarised in a 
report that promotes “new support for sellers and buyers". Against 
this background, the CiVAM network has also designed a training 
module specifically for this target audience, Gaec & Sociétés has 
proposed methods for evaluating agricultural buildings as part of 
a takeover while RENETA has focused on the testing tools to be 
mobilised in the event of a takeover in the form of restructuring.

From agricultural to rural

Questions, surveys, analyses, experiments, etc. the methodology 
deployed as part of UsageR·E·s was similar to a scientific approach. 
Collaborations with sociologists has for example fuelled research 
focus on a single question: how do women farmers respond to 
technical issues on their farms? “This work questioned our own 
worksite pedagogy to promote the active participation of women, 
comfort ad work or the involvement of the community”, Morgane 
Laurent testifies. With the support of Cap Rural, the research work 
was extended to issues in rural development and accessibility of 
knowledge, funding, tools, information, etc. The purpose of this 
work? To forge links between agricultural and rural development 
organisations in order to improve the support offered to farmers.

USAGER·E·S
Innovation by and with users: living rural territories and appropriate technologies

Supported farming R&D projects:  
bread oven, destoner,  
small spelt husk, etc.

28 

Innovations in the fields documented during 
farming innovation survey rounds.

107

https://latelierpaysan.org/Distributeur-d-engrais-organiques
https://latelierpaysan.org/Bineuse-guidee-a-assistance-hydraulique
https://latelierpaysan.org/Semoir-viticole-a-disques
https://www.latelierpaysan.org/IMG/pdf/usager.e.s-note-restructuration-v-def-sept-2021.pdf
https://www.latelierpaysan.org/IMG/pdf/usager.e.s_-_evaluation_batiments_agricoles.pdf
https://www.latelierpaysan.org/IMG/pdf/usager.e.s_-_evaluation_batiments_agricoles.pdf
https://www.latelierpaysan.org/IMG/pdf/usager.e.s_-_evaluation_batiments_agricoles.pdf
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Lessons and recommendations

“UsageR·E·s has contributed to sharing values and working habits with 
structures from different territorial spheres and realities, Morgane 
Laurent continues. We have established lasting relationships and 
we are continuing with this partnership dynamic." By sharing their 
viewpoints and questioning their practices, the UsageR·E·s leaders 
have come up with a set of recommendations for decision-makers. 
“Our project has helped to underline the need for financial and human 
support for structures that have a different vision of agriculture, as 
well as the necessary implication of the public authorities." 

* Atelier Paysan, Atelier des Jours à Venir, Réseau CIVAM, Cap 
Rural, Gaec & Sociétés, RENETA, Réseau des AMAP Île-de-France et 
Solidarité Paysans, with support from ADIR.

More information... https://latelierpaysan.org

3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Provide financial support for training and the self-construction of 
agricultural tools for systemic changes to agro-ecological practices 
and reduced hardship at work.

• Integrate gender-related challenges into the installation and 
agricultural training process, into practical as well as theoretical 
modules (particularly on technical issues).

• Integrate farming restructuring into the installation/emergence 
process (PPP, PAI, 21h stage, from idea to project, etc.) and into 
agricultural education.

THE RESOURCES
Intended to “disseminate other ways 
of innovating in agriculture”, the 
travelling exhibition, “Innover par 
l’Usage” invites you to discover avenues 
for reflection and action proposed 
for and by farmers: home-built agricultural equipment to strengthen 
the autonomy of the farms and limit their impact on the environment, 
methods and tools to promote activity testing or transmission through the 
restructuring of farms, support initiatives for farmers facing difficulties, etc. 
Free of charge, “all-terrain and modular”, this exhibition is available in two 
formats (15 or 22 panels). It is aimed at a wide audience: people established 
in agriculture or thinking about doing so, agricultural development or 
training organisations, students, agricultural project leaders, communities, 
etc. Notes, analyses, plans and tutorials for farming tools… All of the other 
UsageR·E·s tools and resources can be found on the Atelier Paysan website.

EAFRD support: 633 920 €

With the support of Atelier Paysan, the breeders in the Elles group of ADAGE35 
received training in metalworking, by creating “fencemaking caddies”, carts to 
transport a kit of equipment: stakes, a hammer, insulators, a reel, small tools, etc.
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Building bridges between agricultural  
and rural development organisations.

“

https://latelierpaysan.org/Le-projet-UsageR-E-s
https://latelierpaysan.org/L-EXPOSITION-ITINERANTE-INNOVER-PAR-L-USAGE
https://latelierpaysan.org/L-EXPOSITION-ITINERANTE-INNOVER-PAR-L-USAGE
https://latelierpaysan.org/L-EXPOSITION-ITINERANTE-INNOVER-PAR-L-USAGE
https://latelierpaysan.org/Productions
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The young are not engaged, are not interested in their territory 
and do not get involved in its development. If any project busts 
this cliché, it is JARA. Supported by the Mouvement Rural de 
Jeunesse Chrétienne (MRJC), JARA has in fact encouraged and 
supported 30 or so rural youth teams from all over France 
in the implementation of projects to discover the rural and 
agricultural world: tours around France, festivals, territory 
diagnoses, studies… “If the conditions for the involvement 
of young people – based on their experiences and desires 
– are met, it is possible to interest them and to make them 
stakeholders in their own territory,” notes Cédric Letourneur, 
National Secretary of the MRJC.

Youth in action 

"During JARA a team from MRJC de Lorraine, which comprised 20 
young people with life projects connected to agriculture, wanted to 
go out and meet farms innovating in technical and social areas. This 
initiative, which was not originally planned, is now held every year." 
The first agricultural Tour de France can now be discovered thanks 
to the documentary film, Toucher la Terre (see box). Like the 
Lorraine team, other young people have made a commitment to 
rural development thanks to JARA. In particular, they have produced 
a booklet of “90 proposals for the rural world”, performed 15 
territory diagnoses and put together a dossier, Rapprocher Média 
Agricole et Jeunesse : Ça presse ! (Bringing Together Agricultural 
Media and Youth: It’s a Pressing Issue!) in the Transrural Initiatives 
journal following a meeting dedicated to the place of young rural 
people in the media.

JARA: A project by and for young people 

“The heart of our work aims to enable as many young people as 
possible to understand the challenges of rural and agricultural 
development in order to turn them into stakeholders in their territory 
and/or encouraging them to establish themselves, particularly in 
agriculture." Agro-ecology, community settlement, common 
agricultural policy, local food production, etc. These were only 
some of the topics covered during collective training sessions, 
seminars, study trips or farm stays financed thanks to the MCDR 
project. “Without JARA, rural and agricultural challenges would not 
have taken such a central place in our movement,” assures Cédric 
Letourneur. 

Raising awareness of the realities of the agricultural world 

The Jeunes Agriculteurs (JA), the Union Nationale des Maisons 
Familiales Rurales d’Education et d’Orientation (UNMFREO), the 
Conseil National de l’Enseignement Agricole Privé (CNEAP), the 
Agence de Diffusion et d’Information Rurales (ADIR), the Service de 
Remplacement and GAEC & Sociétés: side by side with the MRJC, 
six other bodies committed to young people participated in the 
implementation of JARA. Together, the partners have endeavoured 
to make young people more familiar with the agricultural world, 
by creating and sharing tools – such as the Agronauts game - in 
order to raise awareness of these issues among this audience. 
This aim was also reflected from the very start of the project in 
2018, through the organisation of workshop retreats focused on 
agriculture and food during Rendez-vous, the international festival 
for Peace. 

Food: The key to understanding the agricultural world 

“Every year, except in 2021, we have also organised training visits 
to the Salon de l’Agriculture. Twenty or so high school students met 
with agricultural stakeholders and discussed questions on quality 
food for all, the agro-ecological transition, energy production on 
farms, technological innovation in agriculture, etc.” Another key 
entry point used by JARA to raise awareness of the agricultural 
world among young people is food, with activities such as “From 

JARA
Young stakeholders in rural areas and agriculture

Participants in the two  
agricultural Tours de France.

64 

Territory diagnoses to identify the needs of 
young people around four themes:  

agriculture, the economy/work,  
social ties, health/diversity.

15

https://tdfagri.wordpress.com
https://www.mrjc.org/actualites/90-propositions-pour-le-monde-rural/
https://www.mrjc.org/actualites/2970/
https://www.reseaurural.fr/sites/default/files/documents/fichiers/2017-11/2017_rrf_brochure_presentation_outils_animation_mrjc%20_les_agronautes.pdf
https://rural.catholique.fr/evenements/agenda/290907-festival-international-paix-mrjc/
https://rural.catholique.fr/evenements/agenda/290907-festival-international-paix-mrjc/
https://rural.catholique.fr/evenements/agenda/290907-festival-international-paix-mrjc/
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the pitchfork to your fork”, “visits for minors on the farm or in our 
third places, the Fabriques du Monde Rural, to discover how to 
produce food and how to process it,” explains Cédric Letourneur. 

Encouraging the installation of young people 

“By training young people on the agricultural issue, we want to 
give them tools to understand their territory but also to encourage 
agricultural settlements, and create careers,” the National Secretary 
of the MRJC continues. JARA therefore broached the topic of 
agricultural settlement in workshops during the closing seminar 
or as part of astudy aimed at gaining a better understanding of the 
influence of commitment on agricultural settlement projects and 
the sustainability of these businesses. A guide “to support and see 
the dreams of agricultural settlements come true” has also been 
published. Entitled Rêves d’Installation (Dreams of Settlement), 
this document provides educational tools to address issues 
relating to agriculture and agricultural settlement during events 
and interventions at schools or training courses.

More information... www.mrjc.org

3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Developing social spaces allowing the emergence of territorial 
projects.

• Encouraging young people to express themselves in the media.

• Offer spaces for young people to express themselves in local 
decision-making bodies.

THE RESOURCES
“17 young people, 12 farms: an 
agricultural Tour de France, to meet 
agricultural movers and shakers, 
who are real breeding grounds for 
innovation, and social innovation in 
particular, and realistic and desirable 
operating models." This is the synopsis 
of Toucher la Terre. Directed by Tristan 
Sicard, Nikita Blauwart and Hugo 
Balique, this one and a half hour long 
documentary film, looks back over 
the discoveries and questions posed 
by rural young people from the MRJC de Lorraine who headed off in a 
minibus to meet farmers who form part of an innovation dynamic, on 
their farms as well as on their territory. Settlement and generational 
renewal, the reduction of inputs, soil erosion and fertility, the effects 
of climate change, human-animal relations, preserving biodiversity, 
etc. A wide range of issues were discussed over the course of this 1600 
kilometre journey from Strasbourg to Nantes, passing through the Isère, 
Hérault, Camargue, Dordogne and Charente.

EAFRD support: 208 403 €

In June 2021, the son of a breeder, Benoît Dorchies, welcomed a group of 
young people to his Eure-based business, the Ferme Bio des Lyre, to discuss 
regional food resilience.

©
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Giving young people the tools  
to understand their territory and  
encourage agricultural settlement.

“

https://www.reseaurural.fr/centre-de-ressources/actualites/seminaire-jara
https://www.mrjc.org/actualites/engagement_et_installation_agricole/
www.mrjc.org
https://tdfagri.wordpress.com/le-film/
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Revealing the position of the social and solidarity economy 
in rural territories, TRESSONS has shone a spotlight on this 
economic sector, which offers numerous solutions for the 
territories “but is still too little known and supported”, the 
MCDR project partners believe.

“The social and solidarity economy (SSE) provides answers to a 
wide range of issues in rural territories: social ties, mobility, access 
to services, the local economy, etc. By making the SSE more widely 
understood in rural areas, reinforcing its positions in territorial 
strategies and public policy, by equipping the project leaders and 
support structures, TRESSONS has contributed to the development 
of rural territories,” Bérengère Daviaud, head of the Avise 
hub, believes. Led by Avise and RTES (Réseau des collectivités 
Territoriales pour une Économie Solidaire - Network of Territorial 
Collectives for the Solidarity Economy), the project has brought 
together many partners1 within its committee. “A network with 
a balance between stakeholders in rural development and SSE, 
national and local scale, and associative and community networks,” 
highlights Bérengère Daviaud.

Highlighting the rural SSE

“How much weight does the SSE have in rural areas? What forms 
does it take? What is the role of the SSE in rural territories? The 
major contribution of TRESSONS has been to provide a greater 
understanding of the SSE in rural areas,” assures Anne-Laure Federici, 
RTES General Delegate. Thank to the quantitative study, The 
Social and Solidarity Economy in Rural Territories, TRESSONS has 
highlighted the position of the SSE in rural territories. This analysis 
in particular highlights the fact that the SSE includes 22,510 
business employers in rural areas and represents 17.7% of private 
rural employment, with a 4.9% increase in the number of jobs 

between 2009 and 2015. Other TRESSONS initiatives – particularly 
the panorama of SSE projects in rural territories and studies on SSE 
dynamics in four territories2 but also a four-minute video - have 
also contributed to raising awareness of the rural SSE, its models, 
solutions and  contributions to the development of the territories, 
and the key levers for encouraging their emergence.

Developing support systems in the territories

“TRESSONS has also contributed to equipping the support structures 
and to reinforcing territorial support for SSE projects in rural areas,” 
Anne-Laure Federici continues. This initiative has in particular 
resulted in the implementation of experiments in 9 rural territories. 
They have contributed to the creation of support systems for 
the SSE projects and to the SSE training of elected officials and 
“generalist” guides. “The results are positive, particularly with 
four long-term support systems,” explains Bérengère Daviaud. To 
develop engineering in the territories, the partners have also created 
an SSE & rural worlds user guide, two “territorial development 
and ESS” sheets, as well as a guide, How to Support Development 
Social innovation in the territories? (see box). “However, there is 
still a lot of work to do in order to completely integrate the rural SSE 
projects into territorial development strategies and to ensure they 
have sufficient support to be sustainable. We have come a long way,”  
the hub manager remembers.

Cooperation at all levels

“TRESSONS had finally made it possible to create spaces for 
discussion between stakeholders – in rural development, social 
innovation, traditional economy - who did not previously speak to 
each other, and to establish lasting cooperation on the topics of the 
rural world and the SSE,” underlines Bérengère Daviaud. By means 
of the discussions at the Créa’rural collective, the events organised 
by TRESSONS (Forum of engaged rural worlds, closing seminar, 
workshops on the territories, etc.), the TRESSONS partners have 
forged links with various stakeholders: ANCT, APES, Roissy Pays 
de France, the Fédération des Acteurs de la Solidarité, the Colibris 
movement, etc.

TRESSONS
Rural territories and the social and solidarity economy, tools and new synergies

Deliverables: studies, guides,  
panorama, sheets, video, etc.

17

stakeholders in rural development,  
in the SSE and in support  

for project leaders  
involved in TRESSONS.

198 

https://www.avise.org/ressources/less-dans-les-territoires-ruraux-etude-tressons
https://www.avise.org/ressources/less-dans-les-territoires-ruraux-etude-tressons
https://www.avise.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/20200528/avise_rtes_tressons_2020_panorama.v.1.2.pdf
https://www.avise.org/ressources/video-ess-et-ruralites
https://www.avise.org/actualites/10-experimentations-de-cooperation-pour-linnovation-sociale-rurale
https://www.avise.org/ressources/mode-demploi-ess-et-ruralites
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“With TRESSONS, we have succeeded in making the rural SSE a field 
of work and study in its own right,” Bérengère Daviaud notes happily. 
The project has also strengthened the position of the rural world in 
the central mechanisms and initiatives of the SSE world - such as 
the DLA or PTCE – and the position of the SSE in rural development 
strategies."

¹ The Banque des Territoires, ANCT, two Departmental Councils 
(Ille-et-Vilaine and Meurthe-et-Moselle), FNCUMA, ANPP, Familles 
Rurales and the CRESS (Grand Est, Brittany and AURA) and two 
regional Rural Networks (Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes / Cap Rural et 
Grand Est), the Grand Est Region, FPNRF, AMRF and ESS France 

² The Val d’Ille-Aubigné community of municipalities, Vercors 
Regional Natural Park, Pays Terres de Lorraine, Pays Périgord Vert 

³ Cooperation Formats Adapted to Rural Territories and Levers for 
action to strengthen the SSE in rural territories

More information... www.avise.org

3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Include the SSE and social innovation in rural development 
policies and programmes at the regional, national and European 
levels (e.g., regional rural development programmes, the ELARD 
programme, the Small towns of tomorrow programme, Agenda 
Rural and Pacte Rural), and dedicate appropriate resources.

• Strengthen the ecosystem for supporting and funding dedicated 
SSE projects in rural territories.

• Strengthen and support the dynamics of territorial cooperation 
between rural development and agricultural structures, SSE 
structures and public stakeholders.

THE RESOURCES
“Equipping the support stakeholders and the local 
communities to support SSE entrepreneurship 
and the implementation approaches to social 
innovation in rural territories." This is the 
objective of the latest deliverable created as 
part of TRESSONS. Entitled How to support 
the development of social innovation in the 
territories?, this guide is divided into three parts: “Understanding”, 
“Becoming inspired” and “Deepening". The document, more than 
100 pages long, describes the levers for developing the rural SSE, 
the profiles and needs of the project leaders, and presents 12 
“inspiring” approaches to social innovation in rural areas as well 
as the 9 experiments carried out during the course of the project. 
In particular, it provides a reminder that rural territories are still 
poorly covered in terms of support programmes specialising in 
the SSE..

EAFRD support: 194 440 €

Closing seminar of the TRESSONS project, organised on 6 and 7 December  
in Brittany with 100 or so participants present.

©
 R

TE
S

Making the rural SSE a field of work  
and study in its own right.

“

https://www.avise.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/20200909/tressons_2020_fiches_cooperation.v1.pdf
https://www.avise.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/20200909/tressons_2020_fichesleviers_web.v1.pdf
https://www.avise.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/20200909/tressons_2020_fichesleviers_web.v1.pdf
www.avise.org/territoires/ruralites-petites-villes
https://www.avise.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/20220712/avise_202206_tressons_guide_is_rurale_v2.0_0.pdf
https://www.avise.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/20220712/avise_202206_tressons_guide_is_rurale_v2.0_0.pdf
https://www.avise.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/20220712/avise_202206_tressons_guide_is_rurale_v2.0_0.pdf
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How can a territory become a learner? The Learning Territories 
project leaders sought the answer to this question from those 
who contribute to economic, social or cultural development 
in rural areas. Although their work highlights the weaknesses 
in the training or support systems, above all, they reveal a 
dynamic of territorial development which is as rich as it is 
stimulating, as well as the existence of levers to improve, by 
means of skills, the resilience of the territories and secure the 
career paths of individuals.

“Learning Territories is a way for a territory to offer a new model of the 
rural society which is completely in tune with the 21st century,” says 
Truong Giang Pham, the MCDR project coordinator. “Innovative 
learning methods will make it possible to better meet the needs of 
inhabitants, as well as of international competitiveness." For more 
than 30 years, geographers have observed demographic trends 
which favour rural territories, which are becoming increasingly 
attractive to anyone who is seeking a better quality of life. While 
these population movements are accompanied by a flow of new 
skills, they also generate new needs in terms of support and learning. 
Identifying and understanding the mechanisms underpinning their 
deployment was the main challenge facing Learning Territories, 
a project initiated by Sol and Civilisation in partnership with 
stakeholders in territorial development and training: Erdre et 
Gesvres community of municipalities, Fougères urban community, 
SCoT Pays de Fougères mixed union, Union Nationale des MFR 
(UNMFREO), Institut de Formation des Cadres Paysans (IFOCAP)… 

Identifying the training process which favours territorial 
development

“Learning Territories was one of the most abstract of all of the MCDR 
projects, Truong Giang Pham confides. Today, the concept looks like 
a good insight, but in 2019, even though we knew that the researchers 
had worked on the topic and that it was potentially promising, we 
had no idea what we would find on the ground." Conducted in 
an iterative way, the study aimed to identify the mechanisms 
implementing formal, non-formal and informal training processes 
at the local level, with a territorial development objective and in 
line with a strategy based on individual or collective skills. “When 
we went to investigate the market at Saint-Paul in La Réunion, for 
example, we weren’t talking about a learning territory, but everyone 
had the same reading grid in mind: what did people learn? How, 
where and why are they perform such activities here and now?"

Sometimes offbeat support

Be it a farm worker who decides to revive tea plantations on 
the high plateaus of La Réunion or a handful of enthusiasts 
who embark on the reconstruction of a 16th century windmill 
in Lozère, the approach is the same: an individual initiative 
developed empirically before the project is progressively anchored 
in a structured economic programme. As part of this process, 
institutional support, indispensable and often effective, does not 
always intervene at the right moment. “None of the people that 
we interviewed had received funding in order to start their activities, 
either because accessing or setting up the funding dossiers seemed 
too complicated to them, or because they were not aware of 
available aid. PDR (rural development programmes) funding is often 
useful but insufficient preparations are made, and the funding does 
not intervene sufficiently at the diagnostic or learning level."

LEARNING TERRITORIES
Responding to new activities and new skills in rural areas

territorial stakeholders met,  
25 experience sheets, 9 portraits  

and 8 territorial audits carried out.

116

video testimonials and 13 public  
meetings: seminars, webinars,  

salons, learning meetings.

23 
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Considering training as an interactive  
and continuous process

“The territories that we have studied are the scene the incredible 
experiments which sometimes slip under the learning and territorial 
development radar. Most of these innovations are born outside of 
an institutional framework because the tools for identifying and 
supporting them are missing or insufficient." In order to improve 
these, Learning Territories therefore propose three self-assessment 
guides intended for the communities, entrepreneurs and training 
mechanisms. This is more than a simple reorganisation of learning 
methods, it is also a paradigm shift that needs to be completed in 
order to change views of “training as a the limited period in life, but 
as an interactive and continuous process". With this in mind, and 
because education and training are amongst the most powerful 
levers for individual autonomy, Learning Territories seems to be a 
real social project.

More information... www.territoiresapprenants.com

Better meeting the needs of the inhabitants  
and international competitiveness.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Supporting project upstream by putting in place a Research & 
Innovation budget at the territorial level.

• Strengthening external diagnosis capacities by promoting peer 
exchanges.

• Expand national exploration at the European level based on the 
method developed.

THE RESOURCES
A summary of three years of study, the 
collective work, Learning Territories, a renewed 
approach to skills construction in territories 
brings together all of the elements of the 
project, built from the outset, around the 
three areas: exploration, communication 
and transfer. After presenting the general background, several 
experience sheets are offered, testifying to the liveliness of the 
territories in terms of training and support, followed by an analysis 
of the territorial mechanisms promoting skills acquisition. Another 
chapter presents a reading grid as well as self-assessment guides 
“making it possible to situate oneself and work for the development of 
strategic skills, both for the individual and for the territory". The work 
concludes with various territorial portraits, with a focus on four 
volunteer territories in Occitanie in which a methodological 
transfer of the Learning Territories approach has been deployed.

EAFRD support: 234 528 €

Learning meeting organised in 2020 at Manscolour in the presence of the 
authors of Creating Territory Through Cooperation: the Experience of the Pôle 
Territorial de Coopération Économique Sud Aquitaine.

https://www.territoiresapprenants.com/
https://www.territoiresapprenants.com/ouvrage-collectif
https://www.territoiresapprenants.com/ouvrage-collectif
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For more than 20 years, APAD (Association pour la Promotion 
d’une Agriculture Durable - Association for the Promotion of 
Sustainable Agriculture) have promoted ACS: soil conservation 
agriculture. Its aim: to implement the tools to develop this 
different way of producing. Through the MCDR project that 
they led, they have been able to capitalise on technical 
knowledge, lead and develop a network of farmers, as well 
as raise awareness amongst a large number of farmers and 
citizens. They have also proposed public policies adapted to 
the development of this future agriculture, without forgetting 
to establish the remuneration conditions for the services 
provided by the farmers who have adopted this agricultural 
model.

Recognised internationally by the FAO (the United Nations 
Food and Agriculture Organisation), ACS is based on three main 
principles inspired by nature: permanent soil coverage, plant 
diversity via long rotations and crop species diversity as well as 
no-tillage (direct seeding). This triple precept ensures a good level 
of food production while also preserving the ecosystems. In an 
era of increasingly obvious global warming, ACS also makes it 
possible to store carbon, to better manage and water resources 
thanks to the soil’s “sponge” effect, and to cut fuel consumption 
in half. 
 
Pooling best practices, transferring know-how

“I use the barley sowing technique when sowing sunflowers: I sow 40 
kg of barley using a cereal drill. This sewing multiplies the number 
of seedlings available to slugs, thereby reducing damage to the 
sunflowers." Emmanuel Boblet has been an ACS farmer since 2004, 

in the Sarthe. Like many of his colleagues, he has had the opportunity 
to share his experience in an issue of “Instant Technique”: the 
monthly newsletter published by the MCDR project (see box). 
“With this support and our other initiatives, our aim is to grow the 
number of farmers to practice ACS, but also to integrate other 
partners by building sustainable connections,” continues Sophie 
Gardette, APAD Director and leader of the ACS rural network, 
which also includes Cerfrance Seine Normandie, Riitmo R&D 
centre, the APAD network associations (APAD Centre-Est, Clac 
Sol, APAD Picardie, etc.) or other associations such as GIEE Maggie 
and GIEE Magellan. “As far as farmers’ associations are concerned, 
we have been able to clearly identify the three keys to success: have 
a core of highly mobilised and motivated farmers, a president with a 
real driving role and a full-time leader to support the development 
of the association, to monitor the trials, provide training, etc." 

Communicating, raising awareness and bringing 
together

As well as supporting the farmers’ groups, publicising the ACS is a 
fundamental step in the development of this agro-ecology model: 
to the farmers themselves, but also to civil society and to public 
policies. The 34 initiatives carried out as part of the MCDR project 
have enabled the development of these :”The meetings, plain tours, 
technical days and open farms have been great springboards, all the 
more so thanks to the excellent communication and mobilisation 
of the farmers,” says Sophie Gardette. Another major event: the 
two-time participation in the Salon International de l’Agriculture, 
which enabled farmers to have their say,and to promote their ACS 
practices. At the end of 2021, on the occasion of the first annual 
Congress to promote ACS (CAP ACS), 80 farmers from across the 
country were able to take stock of the MCDR project and draw 
up a roadmap for the future. “It was possible to establish links of 
trust during this project, which has led to an increase in the number 
of member associations of the ACS network,” reports the facilitator 
happily.

ACS RURAL NETWORK
ACSelerator of agro-ecological transition

arms with the “Au Coeur of the Sols” label, 
the first farmers’ label dedicated to ACS.

300 

subscribers to newsletters  
and "Instants techniques".

5 000
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Recon mission accomplished

In June 2022, APAD was recognised as an ONVAR (Organisme 
National à Vocation Agricole et Rurale - National Organisation 
for Agricultural and Rural Vocation) by the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Food Sovereignty, “good news for the development of ACS 
and a boost for our technical capitalisation process". A result of a 
two-year reflection on the economic enhancement of ACS, the 
“Au Coeur des Sols” label was also launched in 2020. Thought up 
and established by the farmers themselves, this label now brings 
together almost 300 businesses practising more sustainable 
agriculture. Of these, 230 have become involved by the association 
in a low-carbon label (LBC) project currently being recognised by 
the Ministry of Ecological Transition. “This label will recognise 
the greenhouse gas savings and carbon storage that ACS allows, 
comments Sophie Gardette. By selling carbon credits to businesses 
interested in investing in agro-ecological projects, the objective is to 
guarantee fair remuneration for farmers."

More information... www.apad.asso.fr

We have been able to clearly identify  
the keys to success.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Supporting the farmers’ groups. Peer-to-peer transfer is essential 
for the transition and requires mobilised and dynamic associations.

• Facilitating the work of the farmers through increased 
administrative simplification.

• Encouraging networking. The creation of connections between 
associations and the stakeholders in the territories (regional 
councils, catchment areas, businesses, etc.) is for example essential 
to the proper development of the network. 

THE RESOURCES
A flagship tool established by the ACS rural 
network, “L’Instant technique” is a monthly 
digital newsletter sent to more than 5000 
people, and available free of charge on the 
APAD website. It provides a summary of the 
keys to success with ACS by providing specific 
tools and technical support to farmers. The 
fundamental sharing of experiences and 
expert advice shares space with a wide variety 
of topics: sunflower cultivation, summer 
cover crops, soil pests, sowing protein crops, 
fertilisation, etc.

In addition to the numerous meetings organised, bibliographical 
summaries of the benefits of ACS as well as an ACS-specific label have 
been created. Mystère au coeur of the sols, a comic book for children, has 
also been produced.

EAFRD support: 380 441 €

Example of direct seeding in soil conservation agriculture

https://www.apad.asso.fr/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=318
https://www.apad.asso.fr/actualites/l-instant-technique
https://www.apad.asso.fr/images/APAD_et_reseau/ACS/Synthse_biblio_ACS_Principes_et_bnfices.pdf
https://www.apad.asso.fr/images/APAD_et_reseau/ACS/Synthse_biblio_ACS_Principes_et_bnfices.pdf
http://www.apad.asso.fr/l-apad/apad-association-nationale
https://www.coollibri.com/bibliotheque-en-ligne/apad-association-pour-la-promotion-dune-agriculture-durable/mystere-au-cur-des-sols_334814
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Set up by 10 founder members, RnPAT aims to generalise 
the co-construction, shared implementation and evaluation 
of territorial food projects and their system by expanding 
the networking of stakeholders. Terres en Villes is the leader, 
and co-manages together with Chambres d’Agriculture 
France. Supported by the two calls for MCDR projects (in 
2015 and 2018), the network notably originated a recognised 
observatory, and has seen healthy development.

The importance of ensuring territory-based food production 
capable of meeting the population’s needs. This is one of the main 
lessons learned from the health crisis. “It both revealed the fragility 
of our food systems and the relevance of a local system such as the 
territorial food project (PAT), Marc Nielsen, Director of Terres 
en Villes and head of the RnPAT project, believes. The PAT are 
complete tools serving the transitions – food, economic, ecological 
- of the territories. They make it possible to implement coherent and 
systemic strategic reflections on agricultural spaces, the cooperation 
between the stakeholders and the territories, the installation of 
equipment, etc."

An effect of the crisis but also of the France Relance plan – an 
EUR 80 million package is devoted to PAT development, and their 
numbers have leapt from 187 to 403 between 2020 and 2022, 
including 355 labelled by the State. The consequence: an increase 
in the number de PAT led by communities of municipalities and 
projects territories (PNR or PETR), i.e., with a more rural character*. 
“A positive rebalancing”, says Marc Nielsen. We are also noticing an 
increase in PAT led by municipalities and departments: this highlights 
the challenge of ensuring coherence and the structuring of territorial 
policies built at different levels."

Promoting co-construction

RnPAT has also benefited from the context of the past two years: 
“We now have 181 members, versus 126 at the end of 2020." Intended 
to bring together and network the PAT stakeholders in order to 
de “promote co-construction and the shared implementation of 
the PAT”, RnPAT has for this purpose produced a range of tools 
for developing a PAT, financing, deploying, managing and even 
evaluating it, as well as a “Designing and bringing territorial 
food strategies to life” training course. Twenty or so events have 
also energised the network over the past four years. These have 
made it possible to discuss the multiple dimensions of the PAT: 
governance, economic models, food justice, social accessibility, 
the environment, urban-rural or inter-PAT cooperations, nutrition 
and health, etc.

The national PAT observatory: a recognised tool

RnPAT flagship tool: the PAT national observatory (OnPAT) lists 
all French PAT (the PAT Bank), offers tools and resources to assess 
the national PAT system and the impact of PAT in the territories 
(EvalPAT), and lists the work of researchers (Research live). A final 
component of OnPAT, the PATnorama, comprises a “module for 
in-depth observation and analysis of the PAT dynamic". Based on 
the analysis of a more limited sample of PAT, qualitative studies 
have been produced as part of the PATnorama. “This data is 
regularly used to study the PAT dynamic”, highlights Marc Nielsen.

For systemic rural PAT

All of the work carried out as part of the observatory has enabled a 
better understanding of the PAT and there are various objectives: 
making quality food accessible to all, developing local agriculture, 
organising a local food industry, developing public procurement 
for high-quality and organic local produce, favouring agricultural 
production with a low environmental impact, etc. Two main 
categories of PAT are discernible: systemic PAT, which cover all of 
the functions of the food system and encourage consumer access, 
and agri-food PAT, namely PAT which favour agricultural access. 
“Their action programs are concentrated on agricultural economic 
issues, the structuring of short supply chains and territory-based 
industries. The development of local produce is encouraged, often 
in connection with community catering. The first category is more 
often found in urban environments, and the second in rural areas." In 
terms of an axis for improvement, OnPAT highlights the fact that 
“environmental challenges and the mobilisation of land focus the 
strategic orientations of the PAT are still not sufficiently taken into 
account". 

RnPAT
National network of territorial food projects

analyses (PATnorama) of the PAT dynamic.
4  

RnPAT members.
181

https://agriculture.gouv.fr/plus-de-370-projets-alimentaires-territoriaux-reconnus-par-le-ministere
https://rnpat.fr/2021/03/07/la-nouvelle-formation-concevoir-et-faire-vivre-des-strategies-alimentaires-de-territoire-debutera-le-25-mai-2021/
https://rnpat.fr/2021/03/07/la-nouvelle-formation-concevoir-et-faire-vivre-des-strategies-alimentaires-de-territoire-debutera-le-25-mai-2021/
https://rnpat.fr/projets-alimentaires-territoriaux-pat/
https://rnpat.fr/projets-alimentaires-territoriaux-pat/presentation-banque-pat/
https://rnpat.fr/projets-alimentaires-territoriaux-pat/evalpat-presentation/
https://rnpat.fr/projets-alimentaires-territoriaux-pat/en-direct-de-la-recherche-presentation/
https://rnpat.fr/projets-alimentaires-territoriaux-pat/patnorama-presentation/
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A network that confirms its own dynamism

“Over the last four years, we have improved in terms of maturity 
and visibility: we have a good dynamic and significant member 
mobilisation, concludes Marc Nielsen. The RnPAT has become a 
space for dialogue between territories and between the territories 
and the national level. We hope that this will continue, and that 
we can draw up an ambitious food policy together. However, the 
PAT cannot do everything,and their effects are dependent on their 
consistency with the other territorial policies (economy, health, 
land) and policies at other institutional levels (departmental, 
regional, state, European)." 

* Almost 30% of the PAT listed are led by urban inter-municipalities.

More information... https://rnpat.fr

The PAT enable the implementation  
of coherent and systemic strategic  
concepts.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Structuring the PAT system with the strategic and operational 
documents of the territories to ensure its transversal nature and 
implementation.

• Ensuring funding commensurate with its ambitions, in particular 
the training and organisation aspects, to ensure the sustainability 
of the system and its effects over the longer term.

• Making consideration of the environmental and land challenges 
compulsory in PAT action programmes.

THE RESOURCES
Produced from regular and 
systematic in-depth interviews 
with a sample of PAT, the 
PATnorama studies encourage 
a better understanding of the 
features of the national PAT 
dynamic. The first two, published 
in January 2020 and June 2021, 
offer analyses of the first cycle 
of the PAT system (2014–2020). 
Published in December 2021, 
the third PATnorama focused on 
governance in a PAT, “a guarantee 
of it is successful implementation 
and sustainability". In particular, the study was based on a comparative 
analysis of governance in eight PAT. Finally, the fourth PATnorama, 
published at the end of 2022, focuses on the effects of the recovery plan 
and on the PAT that emerged in 2021, during the second labelling wave.

EAFRD support: 591 001 €

Transformation and logistics platform for short food circuits, mobilisation  
of cooks to monitor canteen supplies, fighting food waste, etc.  
Eight innovative PAT initiatives that were presented during  
the autumn-winter meetings of the RnPAT in 2020.

https://rnpat.fr/projets-alimentaires-territoriaux-pat/patnorama-presentation/analyses-patnorama/
https://rnpat.fr/2020/02/17/retour-sur-les-rendez-vous-dautomne-hiver-du-rnpat-du-28-janvier-2020/
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Led by Chambres d’Agriculture France and the French 
Association for Country Trees and Agroforestry (Association 
française arbres champêtres et Agroforesteries - Afac-
Agroforesterie), the REUNIR-AF MCDR project has worked 
to integrate agroforestry systems within public policy and 
ensured the networking of stakeholders in the sector.

Farmers, breeders, agroforestry advisers, agricultural technicians, 
regional referents, etc. In early June 2022, a good number of 
them made the trip to Calenzana (Haute-Corse) at the invitation 
of the Office for Agricultural and Rural Development of Corsica 
(ODARC) and REUNIR-AF. On the programme that day: a visit to 
a breeder, a winegrower and a market gardener, a presentation 
of tree integration techniques, exchanges with the agroforestry 
advisers and feedback: “I have noted better grass growth in plots 
where I planted trees,” testified cattle and goat breeder Thierry 
Acquaviva, in an interview on France Bleu RCFM. He is convinced 
that having trees on his farm is a real asset for his animals.

The strength of the community

These contacts as close as possible to the field, this willingness to 
share and co-construct with stakeholders in the territories lies at 
the heart of the REUNIR-AF experiment. “It was essential for us 
to work based on a national and regional network,” remembers 
Baptiste Sanson, AFAC project manager and and co-leader of the 
project. The MCDR thus relied on an important network of 23 
regional referents from the Chambers of Agriculture and local or 
regional bodies working in agroforestry development,such as the 
Haies Vives d’Alsace Association, or Mission Haies d’Auvergne. 
“Their objective? To forge links with the public authorities and 
the authorities managing the rural development programmes 
(Programmes de développement rural - PDR), the regional 
Directorate or Food, Agriculture and Forestry (Direction régionale de 

l’Alimentation, de l’Agriculture et de la Forêt - DRAAF), the 
Departmental Directorate of Territories (DDT) or even the regional 
rural networks”, adds Léa Lemoine, agroforestry project manager 
at Chambres d’Agriculture France and co-leader of the experiment.

The REUNIR-AF referents were also involved in “Plantons of the 
Haies”. Launched at the end of 2020 as part of the France Relance 
plan, this national programme allocated a package of EUR 50 
million to the planting of 7000 km of hedgerows and tree rows 
by the end of 2022. “Closely involved with Ministry officials, our 
referents have been able to make proposals, offering avenues for 
improvement and reporting their field observations, establishing 
themselves as privileged speakers on agroforestry matters”, Baptiste 
Sanson explains.

Simplifying planting aid

REUNIR-AF as also prepared various notes and proposals to 
encourage the integration of agroforestry systems in public 
agricultural policy, including the CAP. “Our preliminary study 
revealed that trees are still too often perceived as a constraining 
element for farmers, a perception that is often reflected in public 
policy programming”, Léa Lemoine underlines. The project partners 
therefore pleaded in favour of clarifying and simplifying the aid 
mechanisms including advice and support for farmers who seek to 
integrate tree elements (hedgerows, trees) into their farms.

A competition to recognise agro-ecological practices

The REUNIR-AF project also enabled the launch of the very 
first agroforestry practices competition in 2018. This was 
then integrated as a category in the agro-ecological practices 
competition of the General Agricultural Competition in order 
to highlight the farmers who are keen to restore or preserve the 
agroforestry balance of their territory. Following on from two 
successful events in 2020 and 2021, the 2022 competition notably 
rewarded Sébastien L’Hostis, manager of EARL Les Mûriers Blancs, 
in Ploudalmézeau in Finistère. Here, he has planted several intra-
plot hedgerows which allowed him to extend his pasture and areas 
of shade for his animals. This was an ambitious and eco-responsible 
approach, which the farmer defends: “I am building an agroforestry 
farm model which will most certainly be a major asset not only due 
to its transmissibility, but also to the resilience of the territory in the 
face of climate change."

RÉUNIR-AF
National agroforestry network

winners in the national  
agroforestry practices competition.

19 
partners in 13 Metropolitan regions.

25 

https://www.concours-general-agricole.fr/concours-general-agricole/les-concours/le-concours-des-pratiques-agro-ecologiques/concours-des-pratiques-agro-ecologiques-agroforesterie/
https://www.concours-general-agricole.fr/concours-general-agricole/les-concours/le-concours-des-pratiques-agro-ecologiques/concours-des-pratiques-agro-ecologiques-agroforesterie/
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A similar ambition has driven Ema and Ludovic Compang, a 
couple of Lozère farmers who won the Management category. The 
hedgerows planted in their fields produce logs and wood chips 
used as animal mulch. This is an economic asset which adds to the 
preservation of landscapes and ecosystems. Another winner in the 
Management category, Breton breeder Alexandre Romain, uses the 
hedgerows on his farm for firewood, as they produce 40 - 60 m³ 
of split, sawn and dried wood annually.

Addressing all aspects of agroforestry

The community dynamic de REUNIR-AF has also provided 
different working groups with a variety of topics in tune with 
the realities on the ground: “Some of our deliverables have 
been inspired or re-oriented towards specific issues thanks to the 
information that we have received from our regional referents, such 
as the regulation of wooded poultry runs, woodland grazing or even 
wildlife management”, Léa Lemoine concludes.

More information... https://rmt-agroforesteries.fr

Trees are still too often perceived  
as a constraining element rather  
than an asset.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Recognising agroforestry areas as agricultural areas in their own 
right.

• Considering tree elements not as a handicap but as an asset.

• Assessing the environmental service provided by agroforestry 
systems and their beneficial role in agro-ecological transition..

THE RESOURCES
Targeted on specific issues, 
the REUNIR-AF deliverables 
address issues relating to 
regulation, financing and 
support mechanisms as 
well as to the integration of 
agroforestry systems into 
public policy. 

The result of collective work, 
the summary document, 
Agroforestry and viticulture, focuses on the integration of tree areas into 
vineyard plots in terms of administrative management and the eligibility 
of these areas. It highlights the overlapping regulatory frameworks to 
be taken into account and the differences that exist between them. The 
technical booklet proposed by REUNIR-AF must allow a winegrower who 
wants to put tree elements in place on their vineyard plots to receive 
clear instructions and elements required for the various steps to follow 
and the pitfalls to avoid.

EAFRD support: 358 591 €

May 2022: The Breton winners of the General Agricultural Competition for 
Agro-ecological and Agroforestry Practices welcome a delegation of elected 
officials, sponsors and technicians to their plots.
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https://rmt-agroforesteries.fr/nos-projets/reunir-af/
https://afac-agroforesteries.fr/laureats/
https://afac-agroforesteries.fr/laureats/
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Coordinated by the national Familles Rurales federation, the 
PORT@IL project has fostered the emergence of rural third 
places across all of France, and contributed both to a better 
understanding of these spaces and to the training of project 
leaders.

In Bellac, in Haute-Vienne, passing through the doors of the former 
courthouse will bring you not before a judge, but into 300 m2  
space intended to create links between generations, to fight 
against the digital divide, to reduce waste and to share know-how 
and knowledge. This hybrid venue, called “the @telier du Palais”, 
includes a coworking area, a fablab, a meeting room, a multimedia 
area and even a friendly common room in which you will find 
repair cafés, various workshops or training schedules. Instigated in 
the autumn of 2018 by the Fédération Familles Rurales de Haute-
Vienne and the Bellac town hall, “the @telier du Palais” is one of 
50 rural third place experiments supported and studied as part of 
the PORT@iL project.

Rolled out in successive waves between 2018 and 2022, 38 of 
these projects were carried out by Familles Rurales associations 
(independent or affiliated with other networks) and 12 by other 
stakeholders including the Red Cross, the Mouvement Rural de 
Jeunesse Chrétienne (MRJC) or territory-based communities. 
“Today, two-thirds of the projects are still running: this is a positive 
result. Only a dozen of these third places have not failed to 
materialise, or to sustain themselves. The reasons? Covid or too few 
project leaders, but also unfavourable local conditions, in particular 
an absence of co-operative maturity within the territory.” explains 
Éric Rossi, Europe and Territories adviser at Familles Rurales and 
PORT@iL coordinator.

Training courses to sustain the experiments

Project leaders, employees and volunteers, facilitators, mediators, 
elected local officials, etc. More than 300 people have benefited 
from the training jointly organised with the principal PORT@iL 
partners: Ruche, Coopérative Tiers-lieux, MRJC, Scop Accolades 
and the Familles Rurales federations. Boot camps focusing on 
social entrepreneurship, working days on ecological transition 
and economic development, training cycles devoted to the 
management of a third place or cooperation, webinars on 
governance, innovation or the place of young people, etc. many of 
these sessions have allowed third places leaders to upgrade their 
skills and to equip themselves to consolidate their projects. 

Experiments which provide a wealth of knowledge

Throughout the project, the partners have not been simply 
content to support rural third places: they have also analysed the 
way they operate,their dynamics and their needs. The results of 
these studies: methodology guides on best practices to generate a 
third-place approach in rural areas, on community leadership, on 
the principles of good governance, on the design of an innovative 
project and on the topics of ecological transition, youth and 
communities. Throughout the project, the company Eexiste 
has also carried out three studies, in 2019, 2021 and 2022, on 
the impact of the third places on their territory. The result: “A  
user guide intended for third places in rural areas who are thinking 
about implementing a self-assessment process in order to more 
effectively understand, measure and enhance their impacts."

Places serving the territories

Hybrid by their very nature, third places are spaces for living, 
eating, working, creating and learning. These tools which serve 
the territories offer answers to the challenges of the rural world: 
maintaining local places, rebuilding social ties, promoting digital 
inclusion, adapting to evolving ways of working, developing 
entrepreneurship, relocating production, supporting the local 
economy, etc. “We also insist on the human and social dimension 
of rural third places: above and beyond being places for working, 
we believe that in rural areas, these are primarily places which are 
intended to promote social cohesion. They have an essential role to 
play today, when you consider that the integration of neo-rural areas 
is not always easy and that entrepreneurs do not necessarily work 
with the local economic fabric”, Éric Rossi explains.

PORT@IL
Managed intergenerational leisure rural teleworking hub 

rural third-place projects supported. 
50 

participants in training cycles. 
340

https://tiers-lieux.famillesrurales.org/capitalisation-methodologie
https://tiers-lieux.famillesrurales.org/sites/multisite.famillesrurales.org._tiers-lieux/files/Ressources/Documentation/Guide_impact_tierslieux2.pdf
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Little-known when the project was launched in 2018, the third place 
concept is much better known today. From 1800 in 2018, their 
number increased to 2500 in 2021, according to the Third-Places 
France report of August 2021. This dynamism is connected to the 
introduction of dedicated national public policies – the creation 
of the Conseil National de Tiers-Lieux, France Tiers-Lieux, the 
“Nouveaux lieux, nouveaux liens” programme and the “Fabriques 
de Territoire” AMI to which PORT@iL has also contributed. “The 
results and productions of the project have been widely passed 
on and our expertise on the rural component has bee recognised 
both by public decision-makers as well as by the network heads 
and project leaders. PORT@iL has generated numerous requests 
for support, for training or even to guide public policy."

More information... https://tiers-lieux.famillesrurales.org

Two-thirds of the projects are still  
running: this is a positive result.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Supporting cooperation between public and private stakeholders 
and developing a suitable framework and tools for hybrid projects.

• Promoting means of cooperation between third places.

• Improving the structuring and coordination between communities 
at different levels: municipalities, EPCI, PETR, Departments, 
Regions.

THE RESOURCES
“Being able to generate 
a third-place approach 
in rural areas". This is the 
objective of the “Creating 
your third place in rural 
areas” e-learning course. Accessible from the Familles Rurales Moodle 
platform, this fee-based training course is both the culmination and the 
results of the various training cycles implemented throughout PORT@
iL. Intended for project leaders, it is structured around nine modules and 
has four educational objectives: “Knowing and applying the principles for 
facilitating a third-place”, “Being able to define the terms of cooperation 
for your third place with all of the stakeholders”, “Understanding the 
socio-economic levers of third places” and “Knowing how to document 
and communicate your third-place project". In addition to this MOOC* 
that must be taken independently, Familles Rurales also offers enhanced 
community support every two months in the form of a virtual classroom, 
as well as three days of face-to-face training and three tailor-made 
support sessions. 
* Massive Open Online Course ( an open, large-scale course to be held 
online)

EAFRD support: 832 999 €

Converted into a third place, the former courthouse in Bellac now houses a 
coworking space, a fablab, the meeting room, a multimedia area, and much more.
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https://francetierslieux.fr/rapport-tiers-lieux-2021/
https://francetierslieux.fr/rapport-tiers-lieux-2021/
https://tiers-lieux.famillesrurales.org
https://tiers-lieux.famillesrurales.org/formation-tierslieux
https://tiers-lieux.famillesrurales.org/formation-tierslieux
https://tiers-lieux.famillesrurales.org/formation-tierslieux
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Led by CMA France, the network of Chambers of Trades and 
Crafts, the MADAME project has helped to identify the brakes 
holding back professional diversity in rural areas, and to fight 
against gender stereotypes, thanks in particular to school 
activities, training and educational workshops intended for 
teachers.

Mechanics, cooks, hairdressers, painters, gardeners, etc. each 
profession has a male/female connotation, it’s up to you to change 
that! This instruction was addressed to CE1 schoolchildren at the 
Langevin-Jaurès primary school in Pierre-Bénite (69). Playing this 
“meme profession”, one of four games designed by the partners 
in the MADAME project for kindergarten and primary school 
students, makes children aware of diversity in crafts trades. “A 
profession has nothing to do with a person’s gender”, they will 
learn later in the morning, during animated exchanges in the 
MADAME teams. “There is a lot of vocabulary, lexicons, and the 
support materials are very colourful and attractive to the students. 
This will make an impression on them”, noted a schoolteacher at the 
end of the event.

Raising awareness from a very young age

“We had set ourselves the task of raising awareness about gender 
stereotypes amongst children and young people,” says Sara Botti, 
project manager for Europe at CMA Lyon-Rhône. In total, more 
than 300 nursery and primary school students have completed 
our educational workshops." The MADAME teams have also 
worked with third and fourth year secondary school students. 
The programme includes surveys and events on the question of 
professional diversity provided by Cécile Petit, project manager for 
“Education for the world and for others” (MFR Drôme Ardèche), 
and psychologist Anne- Sophie Deraeve (CMA Drôme), followed 

by an immersion course in girl-boy pairs in agricultural or crafts 
businesses in the region. As for teachers, MFR trainers and other 
supervisors for young audiences, they also have been able to 
receive training on diversity and gender difference issues as part of 
awareness raising initiatives aimed in particular at providing better 
support for gender-neutral orientation.

“This was the first time that the Chamber of Trades and Crafts had 
responded to a call for projects issued by the Ministry of Agriculture”, 
explains Sara Botti. Support for this MCDR project took the form 
of networking over a three-year period that reflected its co-
construction and co-management ambitions: “We have multiplied 
partnerships to the regional, departmental and territorial scale. 
Our partners include inter alia the regional and departemental 
Directorate for Youth as well as numerous leisure centres."

Mobilising MFR youth

MADAME was also able to rely on support from the network of 
Maisons Familiales Rurales (MFR) d’Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, which 
intervened in particular as part of a diagnosis on the obstacles to 
diversity, which was initiated at the start of the project. 47 young 
people from the MFR de Mondy (26) and la Palma (69) carried out 
surveys with different stakeholders: apprentices, business leaders, 
project leaders, etc. This was an opportunity to offer observations 
on the topics of diversity and professional equality: the welcome 
and introduction into the company, pay gaps, access to training, 
etc.

Breaking down stereotypes

This process resulted in numerous deliverables intended for 
professional and academic audiences,, including a guide, Looking 
at craftsmanship without prejudice, of which 650 copies were 
produced, and a version is available online. Aimed at young 
people, the guide provides testimonials from CAP apprentices and 
graduates as well as the various services offered by the Centre 
d’Aide à la Décision (CAD) of the CMA, from the bodies that help 
with the orientation of young people and support businesses that 
take on these young apprentices.

MADAME
Motivating and accelerating the development of women’s skills in agro-crafts  
in rural areas for greater equality

Events in schools and universities.
25 

Participants in educational workshops.
700

https://cmacooperation.fr/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/guide-de-lorientation_digital.pdf
https://cmacooperation.fr/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/guide-de-lorientation_digital.pdf
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Training professionals on diversity issues

MADAME has also run two training courses, one intended for 
secondary school teachers, the other for Chamber staff. Entitled 
“Developing initiatives to promote trade by encouraging diversity”, 
this has now been included in the catalogue of the Chambers of 
Trades and Crafts Training Centre (CFCMA). It was presented to 
26 participants during a webinar in June 2021 and, a few months 
later, was distributed for the first time remotely and face-to-face 
at the CMA de Lyon.

The project teams, proud of their success, hope to maintain the 
momentum of this initiative. “Diversity in employment is a real issue 
in rural development, explains the project manager at CMA Lyon-
Rhône. In fact, although this issue is present in every environment, 
studies on the subject are still few and far between in the rural world." 
As MADAME highlighted at its launch, women make up only 25% 
of managers in crafts and agriculture, and 28% of apprentices. “It 
is essential to dismantle stereotypes when hiring in order to promote 
the employment of women and help younger generations to move 
toward the careers that they want”, concludes Sara Botti.

More information... https://cmacooperation.fr

MADAME tackles the issue of employment 
diversity in the territories head-on.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Promoting diversity and gender equality from an early age.

• Establishing regular events intended for schools and students.

• Training the teachers and stakeholders in organisations dealing 
with young people on issues of diversity and gender-neutral 
professional orientation. 

THE RESOURCES
The culmination of the project, the 
“Gendered orientation: how to avoid 
the pitfalls” training course, provides 
secondary school teachers with 
information materials intended to 
provide a better understanding of 
crafts and agricultural trades, and 
approaching the subject of gender-
free orientation for their students. 
Incorporated into the Rectorate 
catalogue of the Académie de Lyon, the training course, which is 
both theoretical and practical, combines e-learning and face-to-
face teaching. “It invites teachers and trainers to start discussions with 
agro-crafts stakeholders and aims to set up awareness building sessions 
with a young audience. Having met with outright success with college 
and regional MFR teachers, it could be adopted by other rectorates”, 
says Sara Botti encouragingly. Seven training courses have already 
been organised over the course of the MADAME project, bringing 
together almost 100 college, high school and MFR teachers.

EAFRD support: 411 441 €

Event in a multilevel CM1 and CM2 class at the Les Abeilles private school, in 
Oytier-Saint-Oblas (38), during an awareness workshop for crafts careers free 
from prejudice.
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https://cfcma.artisanat.fr/formation.aspx?id=840
https://cmacooperation.fr/projet-madame
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Supported by the CIAP Pays de la Loire, the HAPPYTERR 
project has enabled the implementation and evolution of 
mechanisms intended to provide greater security to the 
agricultural settlement process for people not from an 
agricultural background (known as NIMA) and to promote 
integration into the territories. The partners also led a 
brainstorming session on SCOP in agriculture.

Being in a safe environment, supported and trained by professionals, 
taking few financial risks while also having the opportunity 
to confront the realities of the farming profession, starting to 
acquire equipment or livestock, collecting your first technical and 
economic references, or even gaining legitimacy with your peers 
within the territory. This is a summary of the benefits provided by 
the Formation Paysan Créatif, the permanent market gardening 
and livestock farming test areas and the temporary activity 
leadership: the three support systems for experienced agricultural 
project leaders as part of HAPPYTERR. 

Bringing together partners from the Grand Ouest, HAPPYTERR 
provide answers to a major challenge: the renewal of agricultural 
assets. By extension, the project contributes to the revitalisation 
of rural areas. “Large numbers of farmers are the key elements in 
living territories” believes Patrick Baron, Deputy Managing Director 
of Coopérative d’Installation en Agriculture Paysanne (CIAP) Pays 
de la Loire.

A target audience: the NIMA

To achieve this ambition, HAPPYTERR set itself the objective of 
securing so-called non-family framework agricultural installations 
(HCF) and, in particular, targeting a very specific audience: 
the NIMA, or “Non issu du milieu agricultural“ - not from an 
agricultural background. "To renew agricultural assets, NIMAs are 

crucial, it’s a simple matter of mathematics," assures Patrick Baron. 
“But the latter are unfamiliar with the way things are done, don’t 
know the land that becomes available, and don’t have the support of 
the banks or CUMA: it is necessary to support some as they develop 
their entrepreneurial skills, integrate into the area and complete 
their installation process."

“Our wish is for there to be more public policy support for these 
new entrants to the profession. They need specific support, over 
the longer term, and before installation. Thanks to the HAPPYTERR 
experiments and results*, we have started to alter the boundaries of 
certain rural development programmes,” exclaims Pauline Latapie, 
Director at CIAP Pays de la Loire

Tools for expansion

Thanks to HAPPYTERR, the three mechanisms have reached an 
unprecedented scale. “The MCDR project has been a powerful 
development tool which has helped to deploy our mechanisms 
beyond the Pays de la Loire,” explains Pauline Latapie. Three new 
permanent market gardening and livestock breeding test areas 
have therefore been created in Maine-et-Loire, Finistère and 
Pays Basque, and Formation Paysan Créatif has been deployed 
in Nouvelle-Aquitaine and Brittany. As for temporary activity 
leadership, we have been able to successfully expand this into the 
Côtes-d’Armor. “This has been really satisfying, particularly because 
our historic funding partner has agreed to support CIAP 22. This 
mechanism is also being rolled out in Pays Basque." Another project 
success: France Compétences’ recognition of the “Entrepreneurship 
in farming agriculture” professional skills certification.

“Over the four years of this project, the collaboration with our 
partners has also improved our systems,” Pauline Latapie continues. 
The concept of the local support group (GALO), a community of 
people from the territory which is intended to advise and support the 
project leader along the journey, has for example been fully tested 
by the CIAP in Brittany. We now use it as a model." The partners also 
worked together on the ways to access the means of production 
and modified the pre-funding packages proposed as part of 
activity leadership. In the Pays de la Loire, they now take the type 
of activity run by the project leader into account: €40,000 for crop 
production; €60,000 for small ruminant, pig or poultry farms; and 
€80,000 for cattle.

HAPPYTERR
Innovative, territorial farming alliances for the successful renewal of the agricultural environment

Formation Paysan Créatif trainees annually.
200

participants in 10 training courses  
to raise awareness of SCOP in agriculture.

150

http://ciap-pdl.fr/stage-paysan-creatif/
http://ciap-pdl.fr/les-espaces-test/
http://ciap-pdl.fr/les-espaces-test/
https://www.francecompetences.fr/recherche/rs/5942/
https://www.francecompetences.fr/recherche/rs/5942/
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Working toward recognition for SCOP in agriculture

In addition to the dissemination and professionalisation of 
the three support systems, the partners have also created an  
HCF installation observatory. This tool “positions the CIAP as central 
stakeholders on the topic of the renewal of agricultural assets,” 
Pauline Latapie believes. Within the HAPPYTERR framework, the 
partners have finally focused on an important subject: the status 
of farmers and SCOP (Sociétés coopératives et participatives - 
participative and co-operative companies) in agriculture. This is a 
form of company in which the employees are the majority partners 
and in which decisions are taken democratically. Implemented in 
collaboration with the Confédération Paysanne, this work has led 
to the creation of a training course to raise awareness of SCOP in 
agriculture, as well as of demands for recognition of this system 
which provides solutions.

* 90% installation at the end of the activity leadership;  
70% installation upon completion of the Formation Paysan Créatif.

More information... http://ciap-pdl.fr/reseau-interregional-happyterr/

Towards public policies which  
support NIMA installation. 

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Supporting the preinstallation phase by relying on proven tools 
such as activity leadership.

• Opening up the Dotation Jeunes Agriculteurs (DJA) to the over-
40s and associate-employee status.

• Developing the legislation and regulations to enable full 
recognition of the SCOP agricultural system. 

THE RESOURCES
An analysis of the 
contributions of SCOP 
status in agriculture, a 
report on the “SCOP 
status, an innovative 
relationship to capital, 
work and social 
protection in agriculture” 
training course and the main ideas for advocacy with the government 
authorities so that agricultural SCOP “are fully recognised in all 
agricultural policy mechanisms". This is essentially what the deliverable 
dedicated to the “main results and recommendations” of Axis 4 of 
the HAPPYTERR project proposes: Research initiative on the transfer 
of SCOP-type company structures into agriculture. This four-page 
document in particular underlines the interests of SCOP in agriculture: 
“Among other things, this system would meet the expectations of high 
numbers of candidates for installation, and NIMA in particular. It would 
allow them to avoid heavy debt, open up the possibility of professional 
mobility as well as social system which is more protective than that of a 
non-salaried agricultural worker".

EAFRD support: 367 297 €

Associates in the EARL Les Primeurs des 5 Sens, market gardeners Marion 
Rupin and Pierre Gabreau have been actively engaged in the short supply 
chain selling a range of 20 or so vegetables in Guipry-Messac (35) since 2015.
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http://ciap-pdl.fr/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CIAP-axe-3.pdf
http://ciap-pdl.fr/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CIAP-axe-4.pdf
http://ciap-pdl.fr/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/CIAP-axe-4.pdf
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Supported by a consortium of stakeholders in different areas of 
action - culture, popular education, sustainable development, 
services to the population, associations - the AJITeR project 
has started a healthy dialogue on topics relating to the intake, 
installation and support of young adults in rural areas.

Providing answers to the challenge of generational renewal in 
rural territories. And that is the ambition of the AJITeR project, 
led by a consortium of five stakeholders: ADRETS, CIPRA France, 
CREFAD Auvergne, RECCA and UFISC. “A declining democratic 
means reduced services, a drop in the number of shops and a 
loss of attraction for the territories: it’s a vicious circle. In order to 
maintain the dynamism of rural territories, the presence of young 
adults is essential, explains Claire Belet, project manager at the 
Association pour le Développement en Réseau des Territoires et 
des Services (ADRETS). With AJITeR, we want to provide tools and 
support methodologies for young people as well as a more detailed 
understanding of this multifaceted population." What are the 
expectations and needs of the under-30s in terms of services, 
local life, access to employment, culture or accommodation? How 
should we encourage their initiative? How can we encourage their 
involvement in the development of the territory? This is the wide 
range of issues that has focused the brainstorming and activities 
of the partners.

Supporting young people and stakeholders in the 
territory

A first area of action was to launch activities directly with young 
people, such as the Caravane des Possibles. Led by CREFAD 
Auvergne, this “community training and support for the homeless” 
in the Massif Central has enabled around 20 young people to 
meet up with stakeholders and bodies in the rural world: artisans, 
farmers, associations, rural third places, etc. The two Caravane 
des Possibles events, organised in 2019 and 2020, provided the 

opportunity for the young participants to think about their 
professional or life projects, to discover life in rural areas, to develop 
news skills, and to have discussions with the project leaders, etc. 
Another experiment initiated as part of AJITeR: AJITour. Created 
by the Commission Internationale pour la Protection des Alpes 
(CIPRA) France, this is a five-day course in the Alps which is 
intended to introduce people to work and living conditions in the 
mountains, by meeting 20 or so professionals. 

ADRETS for its part implemented a support offer for territories and 
for institutional stakeholders based on the lessons learned with 
AJITeR. The association has for example supported the PETR Val 
de Loire Nivernais Morvan in the development of its installation 
policy for young adults by sharing inspiring experiences, organising 
a think tank and helping the territory to identify relevant activities 
to carry out.

Identifying, analysing and capitalising

“AJITeR has highlighted everything that was relevant and concrete 
in favour of the sustainable induction and installation of young 
adults in rural territories and support for their initiatives,” Claire 
Belet continues. A central part of the project consisted of 
identifying and analysing inspiring experiences obtained across 
France and in Europe. This led to the production of sixty or so 
fact sheets. Classified by methodological lever, each of these 
details the method applied, the financial and human resources, 
the facilitating elements, etc. This task of listing tools and best 
practices, experiments and analyses has been capitalised upon by 
the partners as part of a dozen or so deliverables, including three 
methodology kits for “Initiating a local policy”, “Coordinating local 
stakeholders” and “Getting to know the needs of young people".

Five co-leaders, five skill sets

“The unique character of our project is that it brings together five 
technical partner swho are interested in the theme of young people 
in rural territories through a different lens: culture, sustainable 
development, associations, popular education and services to the 
population,” explains Claire Belet. Grégoire Pateau, researcher 
at the Union Fédérale d’Intervention des Structures Culturelles 
(UFISC), lauds the very positive cooperation: “Working with 
stakeholders who have different reference points is both difficult and 
fascinating, and has widened our mindset on this topic, which, by its 
very nature, is already transverse and multi-dimensional."

AJITeR
Facilitating the intake of young adults and their initiatives in rural territories

methodological tools that can be mobilised 
within the territories. 

12 

inspiring experiences identified.  
62 

https://www.ajiter.fr/?NouveauAjiterAccompagneDesProjetsDeTerr
https://www.ajiter.fr/?Expériences
https://www.ajiter.fr/?Expériences
https://www.ajiter.fr/?Ressources
https://www.ajiter.fr/wakka.php?wiki=KitPratique1InitierUnePolitiqueLocaleE
https://www.ajiter.fr/wakka.php?wiki=KitPratique2CoordonnerLesActeursLocaux2%22
https://www.ajiter.fr/wakka.php?wiki=KitPratique2CoordonnerLesActeursLocaux2%22
https://www.ajiter.fr/wakka.php?wiki=KitPratique3ArriverAConnaitreLesBesoin2cteursLocaux2%22
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AJITeR through Culture

“We have been working for more than 10 years on the specificities, 
benefits and issues of culture in rural areas. AJITer represented an 
opportunity to strengthen our expertise,” explains Grégoire Pateau. 
As part of the project and in the name of AJITer through Culture, 
the UFISC placed a specific focus on the links between culture, 
youth and territory. One of their initiatives particularly worthy of 
mention is the educational booklet, Culture(s) and rural world(s): 
Key notions and support for initiatives in rural territories – Focus on 
young adults, “a reference point for our brainstorming, the findings 
and recommendations that we are making following AJITeR".

More information... www.ajiter.fr

Collaborative work has widened  
our mindset.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Including and implementing the principles of cultural rights in all 
public policies: recognising the freedom and ability of young adults 
to act by and for themselves.

• Welcoming and promoting all initiatives by young adults.

• Supporting young adults and their initiatives financially.

THE RESOURCES
The final deliverable of the 
project, the Supporting young 
adults: challenges, proposals & 
perspectives for rural territories 
booklet is the result of common 
brainstorming between the 
five partners about the new 
challenges of inducting and the 
position of young adults in rural 
territories. Incorporating the 
work in progress achieved over 
three years, the book offers findings, principles of thought and courses 
of action. Youth, rural, support, initiative: a chapter is devoted to each 
concept at the heart of AJITeR. Can - and should - youth be defined? 
What should we understand by “rural” nowadays? What place should 
be given to initiatives led by young people? Plenty of questions are 
covered in this 94-page book, the last part of which lists “6 key principles 
and proposals for supporting young adults and their initiatives in rural 
territories".

EAFRD support: 434 759 €
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On 25 August 2020, a dozen or so young people between 19 and 26 years of age held 
discussions with a guide at the Ristolas Mont Viso nature reserve as part of AJITour

https://www.ajiterculture.org/
https://www.ajiterculture.org/articles--actus/-cultures-et-ruralites-notions-cles-et-accompagnement-des-initiatives-en-territoires-ruraux-focus-jeunes-adultes
https://www.ajiterculture.org/articles--actus/-cultures-et-ruralites-notions-cles-et-accompagnement-des-initiatives-en-territoires-ruraux-focus-jeunes-adultes
https://www.ajiterculture.org/articles--actus/-cultures-et-ruralites-notions-cles-et-accompagnement-des-initiatives-en-territoires-ruraux-focus-jeunes-adultes
https://www.ajiter.fr/?PagePrincipale
https://www.ajiter.fr/wakka.php?wiki=LivretAjiterAccompagnerLesJeunesAdultes2
https://www.ajiter.fr/wakka.php?wiki=LivretAjiterAccompagnerLesJeunesAdultes2
https://www.ajiter.fr/wakka.php?wiki=LivretAjiterAccompagnerLesJeunesAdultes2
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Forests play a decisive role in economic activity as well as 
in the ecological balance of the territories. With the aim of 
optimising their management, the RENFORT project has set 
up a network which aims to support public policies by offering 
tools for understanding or decision-making suited to local 
specificities and anchored in a perspective of sustainable 
development. Jointly led by Chambres d’Agriculture France 
and the Fédération Nationale des Communes Forestières 
(FNCOFOR), it ended last April, with a session of public closing 
days during the Salon des Maires 2021.

Chambres d’Agriculture France and FNCOFOR had long wanted 
to work together, as their respective skills in agricultural and 
forestry matters in the territories are mutually complementary. 
After the two network heads signed a framework agreement in 
2017, RENFORT represented the first operational project that they 
carried out together. “This enabled the intentions of the framework 
agreements to be translated into action on the ground, explains 
Lionel Viard, Forestry project manager at Chambres d’Agriculture 
France. Collaborating on a dozen themed initiatives in such a short 
time and over several territories simultaneously is a considerable 
amount of work. RENFORT gave us the means to achieve this result."

Taking into account the number of partners involved (up to 25 
divided into pairs in six regions) and the diversity of the topics 
under discussion, RENFORT was in fact a real challenge in terms of 
administrative logistics. “Over the course of the three-year period, 
says Françoise Alriq, Deputy Director of FNCOFOR, we established 
connections between our two networks which provided the basis 
for an active, dynamic and sustainable partnership." A challenge 
successfully overcome, as Lionel Viard sees it: “By laying out our 
meeting points, we were able to work on means of support for public 
and private owners in terms of taking on all forestry issues."

From field observations towards a general methodology

RENFORT’s work was carried out on the basis of a dozen activities, 
deployed in six regions and grouped around four areas for 
consideration: land, major balances, territorial industry sectors 
and the use of dedicated European forestry funds. “The philosophy 
of the project consisted of starting from concrete cases in the test 
territories and then moving towards more general aspects and 
reproducibility”, explains Lionel Viard. The aim was not only to 
evaluate the procedures in place and possible improvements, 
including at the regulatory level, but also to offer tools allowing 
the various territorial stakeholders to take up these topics at their 
own level. “On the topic of woodland grazing for example, we 
organised deforestation visits for silvo-pastoral purposes with the 
local partners to design together the technical itineraries and the 
various checkpoints required in order to guarantee the sustainability 
of the forest stands managed in this way." The result: the Technical 
itineraries guide for carrying out silvo-pastoral interventions in 
forest stands, the result of collective work involving not only the 
RENFORT partnership, but also DRAAF, DDT, PNR, CRPF and 
CERPAM.

Transferable and adaptable tools

“The RENFORT outcome is a method produced in a regional context 
with the idea of being able to reproduce this in other territories." 
Although the silvo-pastoral guide mainly focuses on the forest 
stands of the PACA region, where the study was carried out, “a 
transfer is underway to the Pyrenees or the Massif Central, says 
Françoise Alriq. In the same way, it will be possible to extend 
the results of the work carried out in two departments in the 
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region on the forestry-game equilibrium to 
neighbouring departments."

One of the strengths of the network also lay in its ability to take 
on new issues, as was the case during the hunting reforms initiated 
in 2018. “In parallel with its implementation, explains Lionel Viard, 
we carried out two activities: the first led to the development of a 
role-playing game based on a simulation of joint meetings between 
representatives from the hunting and forestry worlds with the aim of 
describing the current equilibrium between forestry and the game 
populations, and the other to the establishment of a network of 
elected local officials to enable better coordination between the 
public and private forestry stakeholders in the territories. Whereas 
the topic of the silvo-cynegetic balance was planned from the very 
outset of the project, these activities have been largely reformulated 
in order to satisfy newly identified needs following the promulgation 
of the new Loi Chasse."

RENFORT
National Forest Territories Network

partners in 6 regions.
25 

meetings with the Senate’s forestry  
and wood industry study group.

9

https://opera-connaissances.chambres-agriculture.fr/doc_num.php?explnum_id=159512
https://opera-connaissances.chambres-agriculture.fr/doc_num.php?explnum_id=159512
https://opera-connaissances.chambres-agriculture.fr/doc_num.php?explnum_id=159512
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A project focused on the future

“The project inevitably involved during the course of its development, 
explains Françoise Alriq, with methodological changes, partly 
due to the Covid crisis, but also due to unforeseen opportunities. 
We were therefore able to organise nine video conferences with 
elected officials of the Senate’s forestry and wood industry study 
group, during the course of which all of the RENFORT topics were 
explained and discussed, together with potential legislative changes 
to be implemented." Although RENFORT has endeavoured to study 
existing forestry management procedures, it also aims to prepare 
for the future. “As part of the MCDR project, we had access to the 
Rural Development Observatory’s database on the basis of which we 
were able to carry out a comparative study of the PDRR with the idea 
of proposing points for improvement for the next wave of structural 
funds." Lionel Viard concludes: “RENFORT is a primer for creating 
new projects on each of the topics that were addressed. This could 
lead to at least 20, provided that we can find the funding, and willing 
territories."

More information... https://chambres-agriculture.fr
 

www.fncofor.fr

We have demonstrated the ability  
of our networks to adapt to territorial  
contexts and opportunities.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Supporting the SCoT federation in the updating of urban planning 
documents.

• Developing land management to improve territorial resilience.

• Deploying the guide when carrying out silvo-pastoral 
deforestation in new regions.

THE RESOURCES
Of the various deliverables that 
were produced, the Forests in 
territorial planning has a special 
place. This “framework of what 
should be taken into account in 
a forest management diagnosis” 
incorporates the various functions 
of forests (conservation, economic, 
and recreational functions) and 
covers all of the initiatives carried 
out as part of the RENFORT project. 
Well aware that coverage rate for 
municipalities under the territorial 
coherence schemes (Schémas de 
Cohérence Territoriale - SCoT) is 
84% and that “the notion of forest multi-functionality so far still very 
low”, the document proposed by RENFORT therefore appears to be a 
tool of major importance, in particular against the background of the 
Climate Law which encourages the emergence of new-generation SCoT, 
which are ambitious and promising for the territories.

EAFRD support: 482 303 €

Regular fir woodland in the Vallée de la Doller (Alsace).
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https://chambres-agriculture.fr/agriculteur-et-politiques/foret-et-agroforesterie/renfort/
www.fncofor.fr
https://opera-connaissances.chambres-agriculture.fr/doc_num.php?explnum_id=179560
https://opera-connaissances.chambres-agriculture.fr/doc_num.php?explnum_id=179560
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Driven by the FNAB, Réseau Bio Climat has supported 
agricultural experimentation in the face of the climate 
emergency in five French regions. Its objective: to encourage 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions, and resilience on farms 
and in the territories. As part of a multidisciplinary follow-
up, the stakeholders involved were able to test effective 
avenues in terms of CO2 storage, soil fertility, energy savings 
and sustainable food. The main issues of the project included 
the reconciliation of human, environmental and economic 
challenges amplified by the climate crisis.

Encouraging a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions while also 
supporting adaptation to climate change: this is Réseau Bio 
Climat’s dual objective, supported by the Fédération Nationale 
d’Agriculture Biologique (FNAB) and ten technical and funding 
partners. Founded in 2018, the network has supported innovative 
initiatives to mitigate climate change and develop the resilience 
of agricultural activities. “We wanted to demonstrate that the 
renewal of practices, and in particular the development of organic 
farming, provides tangible benefits in agricultural, environmental 
and economic terms,” explains Didier Jammes, coordinator of 
Bio 46, one of the members of the network. The latter was 
interested in the experiments in agriculture, livestock breeding 
and agroforestry, in five territories (Hauts-de-France, Grand Est, 
Occitanie, PACA, Pays de la Loire). The activities were carried out 
along three axes, at different complementary scales: plot, farm, 
territorial communities.

Carbon storage and living soils

The first axis involved activities intended to increase the quantity 
of carbon stored in the soil, while also increasing the fertility of 
the latter. “It is a question of both preserving existing CO2 stocks (in 
meadows, marshland, forests) and creating new stocks with denser 
plant coverage. Depending on the nature of the soil, it was possible  

to test various solutions: planting hedgerows or trees, introducing 
intermediate seasonal crops, etc.” For all of these measures, the 
“4 per thousand” principle applied: if we increase the quantity of 
carbon stored in the soil by 4‰, or 0.4% annually, we stop the 
annual increase in CO2 emissions into the atmosphere, by acting 
on a major cause of the greenhouse effect and climate change. 
The only downside to the activities initiated as part of the MCDR 
project agenda: the evolution of the biochemistry of the soils 
being a long-term process, it is still not possible to quantify the 
results of the experiments. “Our objective was more to identify new 
viable processes to increase stored carbon,” explains Didier Jammes, 
and these tests also raised awareness of the extent of climate change 
among some farmers."

More resilient farms in the face of crises

The second area of the project was devoted to the resilience of 
farms during the climate transition. The participating farms were 
able to explore new avenues for reconciling economic issues, and 
human and environmental challenges. When it comes to reducing 
both operating costs and greenhouse gas emissions, energy-
saving initiatives represent an effective tool, although they do 
require long-term investment. For certain farms, the progressive 
diversification of their activities may also prove beneficial in terms 
of profitability and economic balance.

Expanding activities to the territorial level

Finally, the third axis, devoted to the territories, made it possible 
to stimulate larger-scale projects: producing green energy using 
photovoltaics, popularised in short supply chains in community 
catering (school canteens, old-age homes), etc. “Within these 
initiatives, getting to know certain tools is essential for the heads of 
territorial communities”, observes Didier Jammes. For example, the 
PARCEL tool, developed by FNAB and Terre de Liens, represents a 
very useful resource when it comes to considering the transition 
of a territory towards a more sustainable food, taking into account 
the numerous factors (the number of inhabitants, available arable 
land, the man power necessary, etc.). The organisation of several 
webinars enabled Réseau Bio Climat to raise awareness of various 
tools, despite the difficulties posed by the Covid-19 pandemic: 
ClimAgri territorial diagnoses, Label Bas Carbone, Énergie Partagée 
solutions for the financing of citizens’ renewable energy projects...

RÉSEAU BIO CLIMAT-ORGANIC CLIMATE NETWORK
Mobilising a network of representatives to support climate transition

territories involved in the experiments.
5 

partners involved in the project.
11 

https://parcel-app.org/
https://expertises.ademe.fr/agriculture-foret/production-agricole/passer-a-laction/dossier/levaluation-environnementale-agriculture/loutil-climagri
https://www.ecologie.gouv.fr/label-bas-carbone
https://energie-partagee.org/
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The interdisciplinary nature of  
the stakeholders is one of the advantages  
of the Réseau Bio Climat.

“

Long-term multidisciplinary support

For all of the experiments carried out, Réseau Bio Climat offered 
producers and communities expert support throughout the 
various stages of their project. The first stage consisted of jointly 
preparing specifications, defining the contours of the activities 
to be carried out and the role of each stakeholder. In the event 
that the project leaders needed to acquire new skills for their 
experiments, they could select from customised training courses. 
A precise inventory was then carried out for each project including, 
depending on the case, soil analyses, a carbon balance sheet 
and/or a territorial diagnosis (greenhouse gas emissions, food 
potential, etc.). “The action proposals were developed jointly by the 
farmers, the communities and the experts, during on-site meetings 
– even if the visits were delayed by the health crisis,” explains Didier 
Jammes. One of the strengths of our network is its interdisciplinary 
nature. The farmers benefit from advice from resource persons 
specialising in a variety of topics, and the project follow-up is long-
term." The sharing of information over the months has also played 
an essential role in disseminating best practices.

More information... https://territoiresbio.fr

3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Supporting the implementation of agricultural practices which 
promote better carbon storage, improved soil fertility and biomass 
production (winter plant cover, organic manure inputs, recycling of 
crop residues, etc.).

• Avoiding as much as possible practices which involve carbon 
destocking, for example by reducing tilling (no tillage).

• Betting on diversified, inexpensive intermediate crops, in 
combination with the planting of trees in and outside of the plots 
(intra- and extra-plot agroforestry).

THE RESOURCES
“It’s not the destination, 
it’s the journey.” This 
saying appears on 
the back cover of the 
summary booklet of the 
actions carried out over 
four years by Réseau 
Bio Climat. Supported 
by examples and 
figures, the fifteen-page 
publication focuses on 
the experiments carried out with the volunteer farmers in the Gers, the 
Meuse or Mayenne. It presents a set of solutions to be disseminated to 
both mitigate and adapt to climate change: virtuous practices, training 
courses, tools, etc.

EAFRD support: 225 968 €

An example of partnership between organic farmers and climate-friendly 
communities, to provide high-quality local food: the Bouzonvillois - Trois 
Frontières (Moselle) community of municipalities and Bio en Grand supported 
the creation of an organic grain sorting unit.
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https://territoiresbio.fr/agriculture-biologique-et-changement-climatique/reseau-bio-climat-favoriser-la-diminution-des-ges-et-ladaptation-au-changement-climatique-des-exploitations-agricoles-et-des-territoires/
https://www.produire-bio.fr/articles-pratiques/projet-reseau-bio-climat-decouvrez-le-bilan/
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Supported by the Terre de Liens association and 5 partners 
(RENETA, RELIER, CIVAM, FADEAR and CREFAD), the Terreau 
MCDR project has contributed to the development and vitality 
of the rural world by encouraging the settlement of farmer.

“The outcome of the experiment is very positive indeed. The 
possibility of working over the longer term allowed us to bring 
about powerful regional mobilisation and put in place a dynamic 
network which encourages communication between rural territories 
throughout France,” explains Vincent Jannot, Partnerships Director 
of Terre de Liens. The Terreau MCDR project promoted agricultural 
settlement and generational renewal. A crucial challenge at a time 
when “more than 5 million hectares could change hands in the years 
to come, or almost 20% of the useful agricultural land and where, 
at the same time, a quarter of the farms are doomed to disappear".

Highlighting all of the facets of the agricultural world

In addition to extensive research work on land, including the 
publication of a guide to responsible agricultural land ownership 
and a resource centre dedicated to the issue, “Terreau as undertaken 
significant work on the concepts of rural hospitality and induction by 
focusing on agricultural test areas, reception centres with a social 
and therapeutic location, or even third places,” adds the Director of 
Terre de Liens.

Indeed, one of the major areas of the Terreau initiative involves 
rural development. “It seemed essential to us to highlight other 
areas of the agricultural world. Third places and reception venues, 
artisans and rural stakeholders or the new arrivals all participate in 
the development of the territories. By restoring the links between 
farmers and consumers, they promote the development of a localised 
food policy and, more generally, reinforce the link between citizens 
and their food. “

Regarding the theme of food transition and use of agricultural land, 
Terreau also participated in the design of the Parcel food converter, 
in collaboration with the Fédération Nationale de l’Agriculture 
Biologique (FNAB) and the Bureau d’Analyse Sociétale d’Intérêt 
Collectif (BASIC). This free teaching tool makes it possible to 
estimate a territory’s food production by relocating it to a given 
area, calculating the local food potential and evaluating the effect 
of agricultural production choices in terms of employment and 
ecological impact.

Promoting the installation of women farmers

“Another line of thought that matured over the course of the 
experiment was that of the position of women and the gender issue,” 
the Director of Terre de Liens continues. Indeed, although only 
29.5% of farms were headed by at least one woman in 2019, the 
latter represent one third of new settlements, and the agricultural 
trade are gradually becoming more feminine. However, being 
a woman still all too often proves to be an obstacle, as thirty 
or so women farmers or association leaders (CIVAM, FADEAR, 
Confédération Paysanne, Atelier Paysan, Terre de Liens, MRJC, 
FNAB, Agrobio, GAB, Accueil Paysan, AMAP, etc.) noted at the 
inter-association day on the establishment of women in farming, 
organised as part of Terreau on 8 June 2021. Focusing on five major 
topics for thought, this one-day event made it possible to broach 
questions relating to the training of women farmers, their access 
to funding, the reception of their project and their integration into 
the agricultural community.

Encouraging a culture of cooperation

Terreau was also the driving force behind an inter-MCDR 
symposium held on 15 and 16 December 2021 in Lyon. Entitled 
“For ambitious public policies in favour of creative, united and 
co-operative rural territories”, this event was jointly organised by 
8 MCDR including Jara, Tressons, Usager-e-s and Happyterr. On 

TERREAU
Transfer of successful experiences to rural areas: spin-offs, agriculture, uses

MCDR who met in 2021 during  
the “For ambitious public policies  

in favour of creative, united and  
co-operative rural territories” symposium.

8 

Lines of work to broach the question  
of agricultural settlement: land,  

test areas, gender issues, access to land,  
third places and gateways. 

5

https://ressources.terredeliens.org/les-ressources/guide-de-la-propriete-fonciere-agricole-responsable
https://ressources.terredeliens.org/
https://parcel-app.org/
https://ressources.terredeliens.org/les-ressources/femmes-et-installation-en-agriculture-paysanne-ressources-issues-de-la-journee-inter-associative-organisee-le-8-juin-2021-a-paris-par-le-reseau-civam-et-la-fadear
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the agenda: feedback, field reports and workshops on the themes 
of farming settlement, rural cooperation and public policies… 
“The symposium was not initially planned, but it fit perfectly into 
this culture of cooperation that we wanted to set up during the 
experiment: a collective dynamic, present at the different regional 
levels, and which makes it possible to create spaces for trust and 
sharing,” highlights Vincent Jannot.

More information... https://terredeliens.org

Third places, artisans or the new arrivals  
also participate in the development  
of the territories.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Linking rural development and agricultural development.

• Increasing support for new agricultural installations that promote 
agro-ecological transition.

• Supporting farming associations in their field work. 

THE RESOURCES
One Terreau partner, the Relier 
network for experimentation 
and liaison of initiatives 
in rural areas, produced a 
immersive web documentary 
on several reception venues 
with social, economic or 
therapeutic aims. Combining 
images, text and sound clips, this interactive study visited the Le Roucous 
living and reception venue (LVA), located in Vial-du-Tarn (12), where they 
are reinventing the links between the supervisors and the public thanks 
in particular to artistic activities. At Ferme Claris (30), the venue that has 
emerged is pluralistic, providing both accommodation for emergencies 
and stabilisation, as well as a space for exchanges and a workshop. In the 
Tarn, the Woakass collective defends access to rights for young migrants 
and offers them farming cultural or artisanal activities in order to guide 
them towards autonomy. Based at a re-purposed farm in Saint-Izaire 
(12), the Canacs intergenerational solidarity project welcomes families 
at risk, elderly or independent people, and encourages them on their way 
back to employment, all of which combines in a mutual aid and support 
concept at the hamlet level.

EAFRD support: 883 293 €

In September 2021, the TERREAU partners organised a brainstorming day at CESE 
dedicated to transmission in agriculture. The objective: to publicise studies and 
best practices to stimulate new activities relevant within a context of generational, 
ecological and economic transition.

https://terredeliens.org
https://escalessociales.fr/
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How to develop production systems that respect ecosystems, 
preserve natural resources with a view to sustainable 
development, balance the distribution of value in agricultural 
sectors... Agro-ecological transition offers answers to these 
questions from rural territories, the effectiveness of which is 
commensurate with the collective commitment that drives 
it. On the strength of this conviction, the ECLAT project 
has worked, for four years, to strengthen the links between 
the agricultural world, public authorities, businesses and 
associations.

Led by FNCUMA in partnership with TRAME, the CiVAM network, 
FRCIVAM Pays de la Loire, FADEAR and the Union Nationale 
des CPIE, the ECLAT project set itself the goal of enabling the 
emergence of new agricultural models by improving the collective 
implementation of agro-ecological transition. “The idea of the 
project leaders,” explains Agnès Le Foulgoc, project manager at 
FNCUMA, was to define the means for farmers to work together 
with other local stakeholders, on issues relating, for example, to the 
preservation of biodiversity or concerted management on the subject 
of water." In concrete terms, this involved ensuring the articulation 
of both environmental and socio-economic imperatives in order 
to improve present and future agricultural practices. “For the 
management authority, our work would constitute a toolbox 
developed in the field and likely to feed into the design of future 
public policies." The ambition was equal to the challenge. To 
achieve this, ECLAT carries on the work of the COLLAGRO project 
from the previous wave of MCDR projects (2015-2018).

Experimenting and analysing

“COLLAGRO proposed that the success of the agro-ecological 
transition required no longer working individually, but in CUMA, 
CIVAM, GDA or ADEAR-type communities of farmers." ECLAT would 

plough this line in by integrating, across a wider territorial network, 
collectives, environmentalists, businesses, associations, and even 
ordinary citizens, and, in order to further open up the field for 
thought as well as for action, would organise this deployment 
along two axes: experiments and analyses.

“ECLAT is first and foremost a research-action programme. We have 
supported five pilot sites which have experimented with several 
multi-stakeholder agro-ecology projects. The first stage consists 
of understanding what is happening in the territory, identifying the 
stakeholders involved and strengthening the community of farmers 
involved. There is then a phase of dialogue between the various 
stakeholders. Finally, depending on the liveliness of the territory, this 
may be put on the political agenda." As for the second stage, this 
relies on “an analysis of what has happened in these territories in 
order to draw lessons, or even recommend the lines of work."

A multi-stakeholder approach

Be it concrete actions (the implementation of payments 
for environmental services (PSE) in Vendée, the concerted 
management of the hedgerows between farmers and municipal 
agents in Indre, a cereal sector involving farmer-bakers in the 
Loire) or organisational considerations (taking into account 
economic concerns in the Lot or creating a dynamic collective in 
the Ardennes), each pilot site became involved in ECLAT according 
to its structural specificities, its needs and, of course, its own 
history. “A lot of parameters must align in order for this type of 
project to emerge. The professional agricultural organisations that 
are partners in the ECLAT project are used to supporting the farming 
community, but not necessarily to incorporating a multi-stakeholder 
approach. And then there is also the question of the means of support 
to achieve the ambition of such a programme in a short time."

This support also included study trips to the Basque Country and 
Switzerland. “Going to see what is done elsewhere, including beyond 
our borders, has been a significant source of inspiration. Although 
there is no equivalent to our group agriculture in other European 
countries, we have identified initiatives in Spain, Italy and the UK."

ECLAT
Experimenting in territorial agro-ecology with local collectives

participants in the feedback webinar.
90 

contributors associated with the project.
40
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An ultra-emerging topic

“Due to the disparities in the experiments and their construction 
times, few pilot sites have really been able to frame their actions in 
concrete terms through direct contractual arrangements with the 
authorities, particularly since not all of the territorial collectives are 
equally committed. The observation, capitalisation and diffusion 
segment of the lessons is necessarily more difficult to ensure when 
the experiments are still in progress,” notes Agnès the Foulgoc. 
However, the project leaders have been able to communicate 
on their progress, during seminars or even through half-yearly 
information journals which allowed everyone to track the 
evolution of the various actions undertaken.

"We were on an ultra-emerging topic that will continue in the years 
to come. The ANCT is certainly the body which concretely represents 
this dynamic, with multiple funding mechanisms and support for ad 
hoc communities. ECLAT has been a springboard for the emergence 
of a process that will continue to mature in our respective networks 
and beyond."

More information... www.cuma.fr

The ECLAT project is first and foremost  
a research-action programme.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Organising actions at the level of inter-departmental catchment 
areas.

• Strengthening the means of facilitating multi-stakeholder 
ecosystems.

• Ensuring the collective governance of projects based on collegial 
working methods.

THE RESOURCES
Designed with the same open 
approach as ECLAT, to experiment 
with territory-based agro-ecology 
together with the local communities, 
Récit Collectif is presented as the 
most successful document developed 
by the consortium of partners. “We 
wanted this document to speak for 
the farmers, because in the ECLAT 
project, they were involved not 
only in the emergence and joint 
construction of an agro-ecological 
project but also in the physical implementation of the action plans." 
Although the book is intended to support farmers in their efforts, it is 
also aimed at elected local officials who wish to come to grips with the 
topic. In summary, the stages of an agro-ecological project narrated by 
five communities of farmers, 15 or so inspiring initiatives selected within 
France and Europe, information on the funding available at the territory 
level, and even a comic book with an evocative title: Scenarios 2050: on 
the way to catastrophe or Utopia.

EAFRD support: 556 481 €

At the end of 2021, the ECLAT partners organised a study trip to the Canton of Valais 
specifically in order to discover Switzerland's system of direct payments, a large part 
of which is dedicated to the environmental quality of agricultural practices.

https://www.reseaurural.fr/projet-mcdr-eclat-les-realisations
https://www.reseaurural.fr/projet-mcdr-eclat-les-realisations
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbsX9byevYuo6TYwhmbln10_fgcPESKQ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbsX9byevYuo6TYwhmbln10_fgcPESKQ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbsX9byevYuo6TYwhmbln10_fgcPESKQ/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EbsX9byevYuo6TYwhmbln10_fgcPESKQ/view
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Over the course of three years, ACCESS’R has contributed 
to highlighting initiatives in rural territories, the objective of 
which was to promote the accessibility, maintenance and 
revitalisation of services for the populations of rural areas. 
Third places, collective groceries, co-operative habitats, 
community garages, etc. 300 projects were surveyed and 
analysed by 16 French and European stakeholders in rural 
development involved in this project, supported by the 
association Leader France.

A Bricobus which operate free of charge for home improvement 
work for low-income households in Ille-et-Vilaine; un a self-
service fruit and veg shop in Estonia; a former town hall 
transformed into a country bistro in Aude; a mobile bookshop 
in Gironde; a mobile office to meet and advise isolated project 
leaders and entrepreneurs on La Réunion… These are just a few 
of the hundreds of initiatives detailed in the ACCESS’R database. 
Their common characteristic? They all aim to maintain, improve 
or create services for the populations of rural areas.

“ACCESS’R is a project where the objective was to contribute to the 
development of services for the populations of rural areas,” explains 
Alexis Lebrat. In this sense, our MCDR was at the heart of the issues 
facing rural development and formed part of the Cork 2.0 declaration, 
“Towards a better life in rural areas". The latter in fact insists on the 
necessity to invest in skills, public services, infrastructure and the 
creation capacity that is able to generate a dynamic rural fabric. 
Therefore, improving the quality and accessibility of services for the 
population is one of the areas that public initiatives must develop,” 
explains the Secretary General of Leader France.

A proliferation of initiatives

The work of ACCESS’R has mainly consisted of highlighting the 
innovative initiatives which have revitalised the supply of services 
in rural areas. This work first of all resulted in the 2020 publication 
of a compilation of experiences, a 35-page document that reviews 
thirty or so projects. Together with resources and analysis sheets, it 
presents concrete solutions for maintaining or developing services 
in rural areas focused on three major challenges: presenting the 
desertification of rural areas, strengthening the attractiveness of 
the territories and supporting and welcoming their populations. 
“This compilation is symbolic of the success of our project, Alexis 
Lebrat believes. We received so many relevant examples that 
preparing it took longer than we expected. More evidence of its 
success: we had to publish versions in French and English."

The promotion of initiatives also involved the creation of an 
up-to-date database throughout the course of the project. This 
now lists more than 300 experiments which aim to prevent the 
desertification of rural areas, strengthen the attractiveness of the 
territories, and support and welcome their populations. This work 
was achieved thanks to field visits - such as the one organised to 
Mayotte in March 2019, and to the contributions of the 16 French 
and European partners - associations, GAL, PETR, territory-based 
communities, national and regional rural networks – of the project. 
ACCESS’R has indeed extended from Estonia to Mayotte and from 
Brittany to Romania, via Belgium, Luxembourg, Spain, Bulgaria 
and Hungary.

European partners anchored in the territories

“The success of the project is in large part due to the involvement 
of the partners,” Alexis Lebrat believes. This project was innovative 
because it had a European dimension which increased our awareness 
and raised different questions." Another of the project’s strengths: 
the involvement of 339 LEADER territories. This commitment 
enabled different stakeholders to question their own projects and 
ideas about public services. “A significant contribution of ACCESS’R 
has been to underline the important role played by Local Action 
Groups and EAFRD’s territorial approach, namely LEADER."

ACCESS'R
Accessibility of services to the populations of rural areas

compilations of printed experiences.
3 500 

Participants  
in educational workshops.

300

https://accessr.eu/projets/bricobus-des-travaux-solidaires/
https://accessr.eu/projets/magasins-de-legumes-en-libre-service/
https://accessr.eu/projets/magasins-de-legumes-en-libre-service/
https://accessr.eu/projets/restructuration-de-lancienne-mairie-darzens-en-bistrot-de-pays/
https://accessr.eu/projets/restructuration-de-lancienne-mairie-darzens-en-bistrot-de-pays/
https://accessr.eu/projets/adie-mobile-service-de-proximite-en-faveur-des-zones-enclavees/
https://accessr.eu/projets/
https://accessr.eu/capitalisation-de-bonnes-pratiques/recueil-dexperiences/
https://accessr.eu/2019/07/04/compte-rendu-de-la-visite-technique-a-mayotte-mars-2019/
https://accessr.eu/2019/07/04/compte-rendu-de-la-visite-technique-a-mayotte-mars-2019/
https://accessr.eu/partenaires/
https://accessr.eu/partenaires/
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Rural territories in the spotlight

“After three years of exchanges, research and networking of the 
different stakeholders, we are proud of the achievements of the 
project,” assures Alexis Lebrat. This project has developed our skills 
in the services arena, as well as our knowledge of setting up projects." 
ACCESS’R has also highlighted the wealth of projects developed 
in rural territories as well as their capacity for innovation. “Even 
today, we are surprised to see project leaders contacting us because 
they had heard about our project and wanted to receive advice."

More information... https://accessr.eu

We were at the heart of the issues  
facing rural development  
and rural territories.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Providing financial and technical support for territorial dynamics 
on the accessibility of services.

• Encouraging an integrated territorial vision on the topic of public 
services.

• Guaranteeing the possibility of funding these projects using 
European funds.

THE RESOURCES
A second major ACCESS’R deliverable, the 
Practical Guide to Taking Action, is intended to 
support project leaders who “want to structure 
or strengthen the presence of the services in their 
territories". Designed as a recipe book, this 49-page 
document provides advice and solutions for better 
decision-making, searching for useful funding, or 
even implementing appropriate procedures. Split into two parts, the 
guide first of all proposes a focus on four action levers: “Cooperation 
and pooling”, “Roaming and mobility”, “The smart and digital approach” 
and “Funding". It then includes 19 tool sheets intended to “respond in an 
operational manner to the various questions and issues” which faced the 
project leaders in different areas: access to public services and culture, 
medical facilities, local shops, the revitalisation of the territory, etc. 
These sheets for example give details of how to draw up a local plan for 
access to services, promote public reading, create a health centre, open 
a collective grocery or strengthen rural services in the town centre by 
means of the programme Small towns of tomorrow.

EAFRD support: 244 130 €

Visits to an independent bookshop in Marennes (Charente-Maritime), a 
community of 6000 inhabitants benefiting from a revitalisation project jointly 
financed by the ELARD programme.
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https://accessr.eu/capitalisation-de-bonnes-pratiques/guide-pratique/
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Supported by the Institut des Territoires Coopératifs 
(InsTerCoop), the “Rural Development Through Cooperation” 
project has endeavoured to uncover the deep roots of 
cooperation in the collective initiatives carried out in rural 
territories. Horizontal exchanges, relationships with others 
and with oneself lie at the heart of the concept of co-operative 
maturity, tested and consolidated in this context across 
several French regions. The project’s contributions have been 
widely disseminated and discussed at the national level, with 
a particular focus on the documentary film “Entre les plis” 
(Between the folds), shot as part of the project.

Four years of travelling, meeting and working, sharing… Between 
2018 and 2022, the “Rural development through cooperation” 
action-research project has made it possible to produce, 
implement and disseminate new knowledge on cooperation, in 
order to make this a source of development for rural territories. 
Initiated by InsTerCoop, the project was led and steered by co-
operative governance which brought together representatives of 
the partners involved in the initiative: CGSCOP, Coopérer pour 
Entreprendre, FNCUMA, RTES, RNMA as well as five regional rural 
networks.

Deepening understanding of cooperation

In order to overcome competitiveness and competition between 
stakeholders in the same territory, cooperation is proving to 
be a powerful lever for development that could be used more 
extensively. Between 2015 and 2017, InsTerCoop had already 
devoted an initial research sequence to this topic, which led to 
the concept of co-operative maturity. “It is all about the individual, 
collective and territorial capacity to develop sustainable and 

unconditional co-operative aptitudes, which are not dependent on 
context, situation or individuals,” explains Patrick Beauvillard, Co-
founder of InsTerCoop. At the start of the project, we believed that 
cooperation is a little bit like jogging: an innate practice that improves 
with training!" The “Rural development through cooperation” 
project allowed us to deepen our understanding of this process. 
This has contributed to highlighting the deep and implicit roots 
that come into play as part of the emergence of cooperation, at 
both the personal and collective levels: a renewed relationship 
with oneself and with others, exchanges between equals, the 
promotion of the general interest that characterises co-operative 
projects, etc.

4 journeys, 43 communities, 40 experimentation sites

In order to experiment with the cooperation in the territories, 
the InsTerCoop action-research team travelled the length and 
breadth of five regions on four itineraries lasting four to six weeks: 
Grand-Est, Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, Normandie, Pays de la Loire, 
Bourgogne-Franche-Comté. The agenda included meetings 
with 40 or so groups and communities carrying out cooperation 
projects. These exchanges made it possible to test the concept 
of co-operative maturity in real life and to assess this maturity 
in the stakeholders that we met along the way. After six to 
eighteen months, the practitioners-researchers returned to meet 
the stakeholders with whom they had already held discussions, in 
order to assess and strengthen their co-operative learning. “The 
feedback has been very positive, and people in particular underlined 
their awareness of the contribution of cooperation. They also realised 
that a territory is defined not so much by its geographic boundaries as 
by the projects developed by its inhabitants, on the basis of the ties 
forged between them." One small downside, however, was that the 
period was marked by the Covid-19 epidemic, which altered the 
nature of the exchanges: “This experience allowed us to reach the 
limits of the purely technological; virtual cooperation generates less 
convincing results than face-to-face co-operative time," explains 
Patrick Beauvillard.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT  
THROUGH COOPERATION
To produce, experiment and disseminate new knowledge on cooperation

national events to disseminate the work 
associated with the project.

36

people met who worked  
on their co-operative maturity.

500
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Dissemination on a national scale

The knowledge and contributions that resulted from the project 
have been disseminated across all parts of Metropolitan France. 
Thought out in advance of the project, this dissemination 
employed a range of support and various means to reach 
different audiences. 6000 copies of a booklet entitled Making 
Cooperation a Source of Development were therefore distributed, 
and 21 conferences have been organised on the same theme. A 
documentary film, Entre les plis (see box), was also the subject of 
25 public screenings, followed by debates. The project has also 
given rise to the production of four webinars attended by 250 web 
users; a game (“Coopérer!” )(Cooperate!) which attracted over 
100 stakeholders, and a presentation kit on co-operative maturity 
based on symbolic drawings. “Finally, we published articles and 
travel diaries which traced our journeys and meetings, and presented 
a daily chronicle of our discoveries in what was a great moment of 
human sharing,” concludes Patrick Beauvillard. A recurring theme 
throughout all of these supports and media, the notion of co-
operative maturity would benefit, according to the project leaders, 
from being included in the design of future public policies, at both 
the theoretical and practical levels.

More information... https://instercoop.fr

RURAL DEVELOPMENT  
THROUGH COOPERATION

Cooperation is an innate habit  
that can be improved with practice.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Developing project support structures (incubators, initiative 
factories, territory-based factories, etc.) and the practices of 
their facilitators. It is a question of learning to manage in the 
midst of and with complexity, by going beyond reductive project 
management plans, and by prioritising the quality of human 
relations.

• Resisting the constant demand for what are referred to as “tools”, 
“recipes” and “best practices”, which imply simplifications and 
compartmentalisation. Conversely, highlighting the importance 
of the journey, and the process, the need to take complexity into 
account without wanting to reduce or control it. This approach is 
lauded by the stakeholders on the ground.

• Cooperate in order to transmit cooperation. Cooperating 
authentically can in fact enable cooperation with non-cooperators.

THE RESOURCES
Directed by Guy Baudon, the documentary film Entre 
les plis follows the itineraries of Anne and Patrick 
Beauvillard, initiators for InsTerCoop. During hikes 
lasting four to six weeks, they surveyed a variety 
of rural territories across metropolitan France, 
visiting ten to twelve places every time, meeting 
stakeholders involved in the collective projects 
(mayors, elected local officials, farmers, employees, 
volunteers, local development activists, inhabitants, etc.). Based on their 
experiences in the field, this 90-minute film highlights the way in which 
cooperation is becoming a lever for rural development.

EAFRD support: 182 233 €

The members of the “co-operative governance” initiated by InsTerCoop 
steered and led the action-research project over the course of four years.

https://instercoop.fr/portfolio-item/livret-faire-de-la-cooperation-une-source-de-developpement/
https://instercoop.fr/portfolio-item/livret-faire-de-la-cooperation-une-source-de-developpement/
https://instercoop.fr/portfolio-item/webinaire-mcdr-a-lintention-des-gal/
https://instercoop.fr/portfolio-item/cooperer-la-maturite-cooperative-par-le-jeu/
https://instercoop.fr/portfolio/mcdr/
https://instercoop.fr/portfolio-item/entre-les-plis-film-documentaire/
https://instercoop.fr/portfolio-item/entre-les-plis-film-documentaire/
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Led by the Forum des Marais Atlantiques (FMA), this MCDR 
project has contributed to promoting extensive breeding 
practices in wetlands and the preservation of these territories 
with their rich yet sensitive ecosystems.

“Our role was to ensure the coordination and facilitation of a 
network of stakeholders on a scale of three pilot sites: the Marais du 
Cotentin and du Bessin, the Marais de Brouage and the wetlands in 
the Baie de Somme-Plaine Maritime Picarde, notes Mélanie Bordier, 
Agro-ecology Project Manager at FMA. Despite the health crisis and 
the disparities between these territories, the dynamic of collective 
work was maintained. Each pilot site hosted the annual meeting of 
the partners to discuss local issues. The three territory-based projects 
will continue beyond the experiment and the FMA will continue to 
track these as part of the creation of a national network to maintain 
extensive breeding in wetlands."

Bringing together territory-based stakeholders

Working in pairs between the collectives and the Chambers of 
Agriculture has allowed us to initiate and strengthen collective 
dynamics and to implement the Elevage and Marais project at the 
territory level. In the Baie de Somme, the work, shared between the 
breeders and the chamber of agriculture, therefore led to the creation 
of a beef sector under the “Baie de Somme Saveurs” brand, which 
reassures consumers thanks to its traceable origins and contributes to 
the promotion of extensive breeding.

Wetlands with a variety of features

“The preservation of wetlands is also beneficial to rural development, 
the FMA project manager continues. In addition, maintaining the 
landscape heritage promotes the attractiveness of the territory, and 

hence its economic stakeholders". Besides these “cultural services”, 
wetlands offer various other benefits, starting with so-called “supply” 
thanks to the abundant production of high-quality forage, as evidenced 
by the surveys of the flora carried out by Éric Kernéïs, an ecologist at 
INRAE and FMA partner. Indeed, the wetlands, which are made up of a 
varied plant mosaic, undergo significant seasonal variations and offer 
rich and diverse forage resources across space and time. They are also 
guarantors of biodiversity, allow better water purification and store 
significant quantities of carbon.

As part of the AgriZH project carried out in conjunction with the 
Université de Caen, work was carried out in the Marais du Cotentin 
and Marais du Bessin, bringing together twenty breeders to perform a 
diagnosis of almost 160 plots which they manage. Understanding and 
highlighting the relationships between the different services provided 
by the  wetlands led to the creation of a booklet for evaluating the 
eco-systemic services provided by marshlands. “This work, produced 
as a joint initiative between the breeders, scientists and technicians, 
highlights the interdependence of these territories and stakeholders 
in order to better understand and appreciate the wetlands,” highlights 
Mélanie Bordier.

In order to more effectively evaluate the economic value of livestock 
breeding in wetlands, which is often difficult to quantify, the 
Pâtur’Ajuste network, supported by Scopela, a partner of the pilot sites  
for this experiment,  prepared a technical guide, entitled Generating 
value through the use of each of your plots. This book aims to guide 
the choices and considerations of breeders in terms of plot practices, 
objectives and the evaluation of the results. It is a necessary tool, as 
Alexandre Loye, a cattle breeder in Quend (80), explains during the 
MCDR project feedback seminar on 15 March 2022: “With traditional 
tools, the economic value of wetlands is always lower than that of 
meadows, but this guide  shows that it is possible to strike a balance 
between preserving biodiversity and economic viability."

Encouraging agricultural settlement

Preserving extensive breeding and the significant ecosystem diversity 
of these wetlands cannot be achieved without generational renewal. 
In order to overcome the career crisis that the agricultural world is 
going through, it is essential to rethink land management in order to 
encourage livestock farmers to establish themselves. As part of the 
MCDR project, the Association Foncière Pastorale (AFP) of the Marais 

PRESERVING EXTENSIVE BREEDING,  
MANAGING WETLANDS

pilot sites in 3 regions: Normandie,  
Nouvelle-Aquitaine and Hauts-de-France.

3 

annual meetings organised in Rochefort,  
Baie de Somme, Brouage and Cotentin.

4

https://elevage.forum-zones-humides.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2022/03/Livret_AGRI-ZH.pdf
https://elevage.forum-zones-humides.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2022/03/Livret_AGRI-ZH.pdf
https://www.paturajuste.fr/parlons-technique/ressource/ressources-generiques/donner-de-la-valeur-par-lusage-a-chacune-de-ses-parcelles
https://www.paturajuste.fr/parlons-technique/ressource/ressources-generiques/donner-de-la-valeur-par-lusage-a-chacune-de-ses-parcelles
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de Brouage was set up in 2019. This encourages a pooling approach 
between breeders and owners in order to facilitate access to land and 
carry out work of mutual interest (maintaining the water network, 
barrier repairs). 

Another essential aspect of the experiments: the different agri-
environmental public aid tools (PSE, MAEC). Established at the end of 
2018, a working group common to the three pilot sites worked on the 
development of a list of recommendations that was then submitted to 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Sovereignty. “We are advocating 
the development of financial tools to encourage the remuneration 
of agro-ecological practices by groups of farmers. We want to 
encourage breeders to engage in collective approaches, particularly 
with regard to mowing practices, the management of water levels 
and sensible management of pests."

More information... https://elevage.forum-zones-humides.org

PRESERVING EXTENSIVE BREEDING,  
MANAGING WETLANDS

It is possible to strike a balance between  
preserving biodiversity and the economic  
viability of extensive grassland systems.

“
3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Promoting and sustaining initiatives and collective territorial 
dynamics in order to preserve the practice of extensive livestock 
breeding and grazing.

• Maintaining and reclaiming the biodiversity of wetlands.

• Make full use of the ecosystemic services provided by these 
environments: grass production, rich flora and fauna, regulation 
of water quantity and quality, carbon storage, landscape heritage, 
tourism, etc.

THE RESOURCES
One result of the collective dynamic 
of the project, a booklet of summaries 
reviews the lessons and feedback from 
the closing seminar which was held 
in March 2022. The work uses several 
themes to illustrate the actions taken 
in terms of public aid, health and land 
management, and the enhancement of 
wetlands. Giving a say to the experts 
and territory-based stakeholders, the 
booklet among other things looks back 
on the agro-environmental and climate 
measures (MAEC) and the proposals made within the PAC 2023-2027 
framework. It also details the sensible management of pests, which 
are very common in wetlands, and highlights the abundance and plant 
diversity of these environments by studying their foraging value on the 
basis of the seasonal dynamics of the flora.

EAFRD support: 481 662 €

In the Baie de Somme, the creation of a beef sector under the “Baie de 
Somme Saveurs” brand reassures consumers thanks to its traceable origins 
and contributes to the promotion of extensive breeding.
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https://elevage.forum-zones-humides.org
https://elevage.forum-zones-humides.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2022/07/FMA_Livret_resumes_seminaire_15_03_2022.pdf
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This has contributed to eliminating distance to enable the 
better sharing of advice, tools and best practices to promote the 
agro-ecological transition. The TransAgriDom project brought 
together eighteen stakeholders from the RITA, the innovation 
and agricultural transfer networks, in order to provide concrete 
responses to the various challenges faced by farmers overseas. 
Webinars, follow-up committees, workshops and field visits 
punctuated this inter-DOM cooperation project.

They may live tens of thousands of kilometres away, but they share 
the same objectives - autonomy and sustainable development. 
Whether they are in Réunion, Wallis-et-Futuna, Mayotte or 
in Guyana, overseas farmers and livestock breeders indeed 
face common constraints and agronomic challenges: the food 
autonomy of the ruminant farms, soil fertility, diversification of 
production, crop protection, etc. In order to encourage the transfer 
of knowledge and develop their practices, TransAgriDom brought 
together various stakeholders in research, education, training and 
agricultural development specialising in the overseas territories 
over a three-year period. Their common stated ambition: to 
promote production methods that are more respectful of people 
and their environment.

“The agro-ecological transition involves multiple factors and requires 
a global, integrative and systemic approach,” insists Frank Enjalric, 
researcher at Cirad, national co-facilitator of RITA and head of the 
MCDR project. The researchers, engineers, technicians, teachers, 
advisors and members of agricultural co-operatives involved in 
the project were all tasked with accelerating innovation and its 
appropriation by the farmers. Their work focused on topics of 
shared interests such as meadow management, livestock health, 
agroforestry systems, the characterisation and quality of honey, 
and agritourism.

In touch with the land

Meetings with AB-certified sugarcane, coffee and banana 
producers, a visit to ASSOFWI, a fruit producers’ association which 
is experimenting with alternative practices in organic farming 
(slurry, vermi-compost, crop associations, etc.), workshops on 

fodder and on-farm processing, demonstrations of the use of nets 
against solanium fruit flies, etc. This was the range of activities in 
the field which punctuated the TransAgriDom meetings organised 
in Guyana in 2019 and then in Guadeloupe in 2022. “Two meetings 
which each brought together 150 to 200 individuals who were 
excited about discussing and building things together”, says the 
project manager. 

Technical and educational results

“Overseas farmers and breeders are in transition, they want to 
produce differently. Questions and ideas about, notes Frank Enjalric. 
Our visits to their farms were seen as a form of recognition of their 
practices and convictions." The innovations and best practices 
identified were then highlighted on COATIS, the RITA collaborative 
platform, and further developed during webinars as well as on 
the occasion of the annual RITA meetings organised at the Salon 
International de l’Agriculture in Paris. This work gave rise to the 
production of a variety of tools and support for advice, training 
and communication: A guide and video to help set up tree-lined 
poultry runs, videos on best practices to adopt for veterinary drugs 
and the management of grassland, a summary of agroforestry 
systems and even application on service plants. “Let’s not forget 
the many meetings and exchanges that have taken place. Ethereal 
deliverables, which are difficult to formalise, but which still comprise 
transfers of knowledge and skills,” adds Frank Enjalric.

From research to operations

“TransAgriDom brought together two audiences: the producers 
and the “consumers” of knowledge,” the head of the project 
believes. Thanks to booklets, files and protocols or demonstration 
plots at the technical institutes, for example, innovations can be 
appropriated and receive feedback from the end-users: farmers and 
farming organisations." The solutions that were developed are also 
intended to feed into initial or continuous training programmes, in 
particular the lessons provided in the agricultural  schools, as well 
as the public policies for agricultural development.

TRANSAGRIDOM
Accentuate in the synergy between between territories and stakeholders in innovation  
and agricultural transfer networks to ensure the agro-ecological transition in overseas territories

partners, stakeholders in innovation and agricul-
tural transfer, including Cirad, INRAE and Acta.

18 

posters created on topics such as animal 
genetics and soil fertility bio-indicators.

30 

https://coatis.rita-dom.fr/
https://coatis.rita-dom.fr/osiris/files/LivretLesClesPourAmenagerUnParcoursDeV_fichier_ressource_livret-parcours-volaille_vf.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lV1aZ3bsSX0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=if3_NrzEUvQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CqeR8GiRbs
https://agritrop.cirad.fr/597751/1/2021_04-Synthèse_de_la_phase_1_volet_AF_projet_TAD_vF.pdf
https://agritrop.cirad.fr/597751/1/2021_04-Synthèse_de_la_phase_1_volet_AF_projet_TAD_vF.pdf
https://coatis.rita-dom.fr/plantasso/
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A professional network

What has TransAgriDom brought you on the professional level? 
This was the question asked of participants in the final project 
seminar on 20 May 2022. The numerous responses, written on 
post-it notes, included: “New working methods and improved 
practices”, “notions of hope, optimism and well-being at work”, 
“the identification of the invariants in agricultural development, of 
the constraints and challenges of overseas territories”, “acquiring 
facilitation and presentation skills”… The great majority of 
respondents also shared a desire to continue interchanging 
practices, experiences and transfer methods, but also to extend 
the work to other themes: climate risk assessment, digital 
technologies, water resource management, the role of women, 
etc. ”TransAgriDom has made it possible to identify and understand 
the constraints, challenges and expectations of everyone in order 
to better respond to these,” Frank Enjalric sums up. It satisfied a 
powerful need for networking, exchange and professionalisation 
among the stakeholders in rural development."

More information... https://coatis.rita-dom.fr

3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Including agro-ecological transition in initial and ongoing training.

• Developing agro-ecological transition by mobilising all of its 
components in a systemic approach.

• Supporting the development of agroforestry systems in overseas 
territories, with suitable species such as service plants.

THE RESOURCES
“Humans need 
comfort, and animals 
too." ; “forgotten 
practices should 
be encouraged and 
brought up to date”; 
“For me, it is vital to 
reconcile agriculture with forests, to use all the life and fertility to 
nourish my crops." These testimonials from farmers, researchers and 
agricultural engineers are taken from six themed films produced as part 
of TransAgriDom. Filmed in the field in Mayotte, Guadeloupe or Guyana, 
they invite you to discover experiments and feedback on different 
topics: animal well-being, organic fertilisation, tropical agroforestry, etc. 
Using concrete examples and lasting approximately six minutes each, 
the videos share the view points, practices and advisers of overseas 
stakeholders involved in the agro-ecological transition.

EAFRD support: 841 931 €

Workshop on animal genetics organised at the Domaine de Gardel, an 
INRAE experimental unit in Guadeloupe, on 17 May 2022 as part of the 
TransAgriDom meetings.
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TransAgriDom brought together two  
audiences: the producers and  
the “consumers” of knowledge.

“

https://coatis.rita-dom.fr
https://coatis.rita-dom.fr/
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Supported by the Fédération Nationale des Chasseurs (FNC) 
and several partners including the Fédération des Parcs 
Naturels Régionaux and the Office National des Forêts, the 
Venaison project has contributed to promoting French game 
meat and to creating new industries in rural territories.

Less fat, fewer calories, low in sodium, rich in protein and B 
vitamins, a source of minerals including iron, phosphorus and zinc, 
game meat is not lacking in nutritional benefits. However, this local 
product is still struggling to find a place on French dinner plates. 
What are the reasons? “France lacks processing and butchering 
workshops and the networks for collecting and selling venison are 
still insufficiently developed,” explains Eva Faure, veterinarian, 
and project manager at the health commission of the Fédération 
Nationale des Chasseurs (FNC).

Bringing together venison stakeholders

To remedy this situation, the Venaison MCDR project have worked 
to establish real logistical networks to collect and process intended 
to facilitate links between hunters, butchers, delicatessen and 
local restaurateurs. Covering several major French hunting regions 
including the Grand Est, Hauts-de-France and Auvergne Rhône-
Alpes and Occitanie, this project with its vast territorial network 
will make it possible to instil a dynamic of exchanges between 
the seven pilot sites: “From the very start of the experiment, 
the stakeholders in the different departments met to draw up an 
inventory and common objectives. We have also worked a lot 
with our partners, in particular the Fédération des Parcs Naturels 
Régionaux, by playing a role as facilitator and trainer,” explains the 
veterinarian, who is in charge of the project.

Contributing to rural development

Last March, at the initiative of Venaison, two days of meetings 
between officials from the Office National des Forêts (ONF), 
Parcs Naturels Régionaux (PNR) and the hunters’ federations of 
Aveyron, Cantal, Loiret, Somme, Hautes-Pyrénées, Ardennes, 
Vosges, Haute-Savoie, Pyrénées-Orientales and Sologne took 
place in Pierrefort (15) on one of the project’s pilot sites. On the 
agenda: exchanges, the presentation of department experiments 
and a visit to the new butchering and processing workshop at 
Maison Conquet, an artisan-butcher in Laguiole. 

“Promoting the venison industry also means boosting the local 
economic fabric, explains Eva Faure. Installed in an unused building 
which belonged to the Community of Municipalities, the workshop 
has received “game processing” approval, and has already allowed 
the collection of several hundred carcasses. It is therefore involved in 
the promotion of French venison and contributes to the revitalisation 
of town centres and to the development of the rural territories, in 
particular in terms of employment." This view is shared by Jean-
Mathieu Gonnet, Director of the FDC des Ardennes, who is calling 
for the creation and development of “local industries in order to 
encourage local and natural supply."

Developing short supply chains

Offering local meet with improved traceability is also one of the 
ambitions of the MCDR, at a time when more than 70% of game 
meat consumed in mainland France is imported from eastern 
Europe, Australia or New Zealand, which greatly increases its 
carbon footprint. However, the excess French supply deserves to 
be better valued. “Traditionally, the catch was consumed by the 
hunters and their entourage,” notes Eva Faure. “In addition to this 
home consumption, there are long and short supply methods, but 
these are still not sufficiently well organised. Venaison is driving 
a networking dynamic in order to create a local industries and 
partnerships between collection centres and wholesalers in order to 
enable the emergence of a logistical chain which allows the proper 
distribution of game meat to the entire French population."

VENAISON
Capitalising on experience, information and support for the development  
of local game meat value chains 

pilot sites in the major hunting territories, 
including Centre-Val de Loire, Somme,  

Vosges and Haute-Savoie.

7 

game treatment workshops already 
established as part of the project.

2
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Venison contributes to the revitalisation  
of town centres and to the development  
of the rural territories, in particular  
in terms of employment.

“

Valuing venison: the CGAAER’s recommendations

Commissioned in 2021 by the Ministry of Agriculture, a CGAAER 
expert report on the promotion of venison in France confirms 
many lessons learned from the MCDR experiment. The two 
inspector generals who authored the report indeed recommend 
“the deployment of a network of collection centres to facilitate 
access to short and long supply chains for venison". Among other 
suggestions, they recommend banning lead shot for big game 
hunting and creating processing workshops. The report also 
encourages the implementation of a communication plan to 
be used to develop the consumption of game meat throughout 
the year and to promote it to the general public by, for example, 
labelling the products “French game” together with a regional 
geographic reference.

More information... www.chasseurdefrance.com

3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
• Improving communication relating to French wild game meat 
with professionals and the general public, in particular regarding its 
nutritional benefits.

• Investing in structures such as cold and collection rooms and 
developing the logistics sector as a whole.

• Maintaining a network dynamic and devote more time to its 
facilitation.

THE RESOURCES
How to source French game meat when you are a venison or  
meat industry professional? To answer this question, the eponymous 
method sheet for the Venaison project details the possibilities and 
regulatory requirements of each supply method (direct or from an 
approved game treatment establishment). Thus, in a supply chain in 
direct contact with the hunter or initial recipient, the latter can only 
provide a small quantity of wild game, and must fulfil stringent hygiene 
obligations: evisceration, chilling of the carcasses, trichinosis check, etc. 
The short-chain venison scheme prohibits certain butchery processing, 
including mincing, vacuum packaging and ageing. These facts are detailed 
in a reference guide on hygiene best practice for primary production, 
available in a toolbox which resulted from the MCDR project together 
with other resources and methodology sheets.

EAFRD support: 173 340 €

Visit to the game processing workshop at Maison Conquet,  
an artisanal butchery-delicatessen located in Pierrefort (Cantal).
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https://agriculture.gouv.fr/valorisation-de-la-venaison-0
https://agriculture.gouv.fr/valorisation-de-la-venaison-0
https://www.chasseurdefrance.com/actualites/la-viande-de-gibier-un-partage-dexperience-reussi/
 * L'Insee a revu la définition de la ruralité en 2021 : www.insee.fr/fr/information/5360126
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“At the Grand Est rural network, we have supported four MCDR 
projects: TRESSONS, PORT@IL, “Rural Development Through 
Cooperation" and Réseau Bio Climat. These projects, led by 
leading national stakeholders (AVISE, Fédération Familles Rurales, 
Institut des Territoires Coopératifs and Fédération Nationale 
de l’Agriculture Biologique) were carried out in cooperation to 
address a particular issue encountered in French rural territories.

Their first added value was to provide information, assessments, 
diagnoses, advice and recommendations on themes that were 
relatively unknown in the rural world. This was particularly the 
case with TRESSONS and PORT@IL, which highlighted the rural 
dynamics of the social and solidarity economy (SSE) and of third 
places. In particular, the in-depth TRESSONS study revealed the 
increasingly important position of the SSE in rural territories, with 
more than 17.7% of private rural employment falling into this 
category (versus 10% in urban areas).

These projects have then shown that our region has the capacity 
to create and innovate. They were also properly anchored in their 
territories, rather than being concentrated in a single department. 
As with the third place in Poix Terron, a small community in the 
Ardennes, the MCDR projects have given scope and visibility to 
numerous local initiatives.

The collective aspect of the MCDR works well. There have been 
numerous exchanges between projects as well as with other 
stakeholders. For example, PORT@IL collaborated with the 
Réseau des Tiers-Lieux du Grand-Est as part of a webinar. Other 
examples of collaboration include the “Réseau Bio Climat” project 
which worked with the Community of Municipalities Bouzonvillois 
Trois Frontières, in the north Moselle, or the “Rural Development 
Through Cooperation” project which worked with the European 
Hemp Hub.

Because of their national scope and local footprint, the MCDR are 
synonymous with decompartmentalisation. It’s the same for us: 
they allowed us to meet our counterparts and partners in other 
regions, to develop our own cooperation initiatives, and exchange 
best practices.

Our Rural Network was an engineering partner. We participated 
in the technical committees – which they managed to maintain 
during the two years of the pandemic – and brought our outside 
perspective as well as our knowledge of the territory. We have 
also contributed to the sharing of their work and results: we have 
played a supporting role in the distribution of the knowledge. In 
this sense, we for example organised the “Co-constructing the 
rural worlds of tomorrow” seminar in Tomblaine on 21 June 2022. 
The objective was for the four projects to share their results and 
lessons with stakeholders less familiar with the MCDRs, such as the 
mayors of small rural communities, or the Local Action Groups.
The day highlighted the importance of decompartmentalisation 
and dialogue, the benefits of getting as close as possible to the 
territories in order to carry out experiments, local debates or 
analysing specific local solution, and finally to define the role and 
conditions of cooperation between the stakeholders in order to 
implement new solutions."

"BECAUSE OF THEIR NATIONAL SCOPE 
AND LOCAL FOOTPRINT, MCDR 
PROJECTS ARE SYNONYMOUS WITH 
DECOMPARTMENTALISATION"
Testimonials from Clémentine Laurent and Louise Blum, facilitators at the Grand Est rural network

The MCDR projects have given  
scale and visibility to numerous  
local initiatives.

“

https://www.rtes.fr/system/files/2019-09/avise_tressons_092019_syntheseetudequantibd_vf-1.pdf
https://tiers-lieux.famillesrurales.org/35/tiers-lieu-de-poix-terron
https://tierslieuxgrandest.org/
https://www.ccb3f.fr/
https://www.ccb3f.fr/
https://www.pole-europeen-chanvre.eu/fr/
https://www.pole-europeen-chanvre.eu/fr/
https://www.reseaurural.fr/centre-de-ressources/actualites/co-construire-ruralites-demain
https://www.reseaurural.fr/centre-de-ressources/actualites/co-construire-ruralites-demain
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EXPERIMENTATION SERVING  
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
On 15 and 16 December 2021, in Lyon, after four years of 
activities, eight MCDR projects met as part of a symposium 
entitled "For ambitious public policies in favour of creative, 
united and co-operative rural territories". Aimed at 
“contributing to the evolution of public policies by raising 
awareness of territorial dynamics, the know-how and tools 
produced in the regions and State services”, this period of 
exchange was organised with the support of Terre de Liens, 
Avise and Cap Rural, the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes rural network. 

A concentration of shared experiences, lessons and 
recommendations. Over the course of ten days, the members of 
eight MCDR* projects and their partners highlighted their work 
and the relevance of the actions carried out with regard to current 
socio-economic and environmental challenges. Punctuated by 
collective brainstorming, feedback from the field, film screenings 
and themed workshops, this inter-MCDR day was an opportunity 
to look back on more than four years of experiments carried out in 
different areas: services to the population, gender equality, youth, 
agro-ecology, the social and solidarity economy, etc.

“The MCDR works in partnership with regional rural collectives, 
businesses, inhabitants and regional rural networks. Our projects 
come together around common values and ways of doing things, but 
also shared observations on the agricultural and rural environment”, 
the group of organisers emphasised in front of 100 or so people 
who gathered for the day, before reminding them of “the 
importance of supporting this type of multi-stakeholder mechanism 
in order to support innovative projects and produce knowledge and 
tools to serve agricultural and rural public policies".

The cross-fertilisation of the various 
initiatives and experiences but also 
of stakeholders in the social and 
solidarity economy and the farming 
world contributed to strengthening 
ties between the different bodies 
and to constructing a common 
analysis of the benefits of funding 
such as the MCDRs. The discussions, 
the flagship ideas of the workshops 
or the recommendations for public 
policies that were generated over 
the two days are summarised in the 
conference proceedings.

* JARA, TRESSONS, Usager-e-s, Happyterr, Port@il, Ajiter, Eclat, 
Terreau projects

More information... www.reseau-relier.org

TESTIMONIALS FROM PARTICIPANTS 
“What brings the MCDR together is an approach to rural sustainable 
development which is consistent with the human aspect, ecology, 
respect for resources, the fact of knowing how to think locally, 
very locally, in connection with a more global vision. Making them 
visible is an essential lever for improving the efficiency of rural public 
policies."

Christophe Perraud, Secretary General of FNCuma  
and farmer in Saint-Hilaire-de-Clisson (44).

“I am well aware of the importance of the projects carried out by the 
people, the citizens of the territory, etc. This is not some top-down 
policy which will run in order to decide the right scale for a living 
territory, of support."

Jean Marie Oudart, Vice-President of the Crêtes Préardennaises 
community of municipalities

“The idea is to enhance and capitalise on the lessons of the MCDR, 
to continue to breathe life into what has been produced, but also to 
feed the other stakeholders in local development."

Anne Carton, Director of Cap Rural

 

 

 

http://www.reseau-relier.org/IMG/pdf/actes_colloque_mcdr_politiques_publiques_-_def.pdf
http://www.reseau-relier.org/Traces-du-colloque-inter-MCDR-pour


C’est ensemble que se construit l’avenir des territoires

novembre 2022

The French Rural Network brings together all the stakeholders in the rural world at the national and regional level
to enable them to exchange and work together. The objective is to facilitate the implementation of projects linking
agriculture, forestry, trade and commerce, tourism, the environment, services, etc. In the course of its work, the Rural
Network offers tools, methods, analyses and recommendations.

 

Find the Rural Network on: CONTACT
rrf@reseaurural.fr

SITE INTERNET
www.reseaurural.fr

Subscribe to the  
newsletter to receive the 

key points about the Rural 
Network in your inbox

The team of market gardeners and arboriculturists at the Ferme des Volonteux, SCOP at an activity and employment co-operative (CAE) established in 2011 at Beaumont-lès-Valence (Drôme).
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https://www.facebook.com/reseaururalfr/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/25070304/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtes3qOqLrsZG8Hi3V-mWlQ
https://twitter.com/reseaururalfr
https://www.reseaurural.fr/newsletters/subscribe

